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1 Introduction
There is growing support for the idea that global income poverty should be assessed
with a measure accounting for both own income and relative income.1 Two main jus-
tifications have been proposed. First, Atkinson and Bourguignon (2001) argue that
taking a global perspective requires accounting for both subsistence and social in-
clusion, the two functionings sustaining poverty measurement practices in developing
countries and developed countries, respectively. If the real cost of subsistence is typ-
ically assumed fixed, that of social inclusion increases with standards of living and
therefore depends on relative income (Townsend, 1985). Second, Ravallion (2008) and
Ravallion and Chen (2011) argue that relative income is, like own income, an important
determinant of the concept of economic welfare relevant for global poverty measure-
ment. As these authors note, there is now ample evidence that relative income is an
important determinant of subjective well-being (Clark and Oswald, 1996; Luttmer,
2005; Perez-Truglia, 2020). These two justifications are in fact related if individuals
care about both own income and relative income because they care about subsistence
and social inclusion (Ravallion, 2020).

When both own income and relative income matter, the trade-off that the poverty
measure makes between the two becomes the key question. Indeed, changing this
trade-off may reverse poverty evaluations, either when comparing two countries with
different standards of living or when assessing the poverty trend of a country that
experiences growth. Therefore, the selection of this trade-off should not be made
arbitrarily. Rather, non-paternalism requires that this trade-off be welfare-consistent.
That is, the trade-off made by the measure should be related to the trade-offs that the
individuals would make, i.e. related to preferences.

The current research efforts on global income poverty measurement, recently re-
viewed in Ravallion (2020), have two important limitations that are directly related
to this trade-off.2 First, this literature assumes the existence of a common welfare
function, which makes the same trade-off between own income and relative income for
all individuals. This assumption may have two interpretations. It could mean that all
individuals make the same trade-off, which is in contradiction to existing evidence and
thus paternalistic.3 Or this common welfare function is some aggregation of hetero-
geneous preferences. In the latter case, unveiling the characteristics of this common
welfare function requires formalizing such aggregation. To the best of our knowledge,
this has not been attempted yet.

Second, the literature focuses on the design of welfare-consistent global lines. When
assuming a common welfare function, welfare-consistency implies that the global line
should maintain the same welfare across countries.4 In practice, the exact design of

1As recommended by the World Bank’s commission on global poverty (Atkinson, 2016), the World
Bank’s biennial flagship report Poverty and Shared Prosperity includes global poverty estimates based
on a measure accounting for both own income and relative income.

2Other important limitations do not directly relate to this trade-off, e.g. the comparability of
own income across households and across countries. Producing a comparable own income variable
is challenging when dealing with heterogeneous relative prices between goods and heterogeneous
preferences over these goods (Van Veelen and van der Weide, 2008; Dimri and Maniquet, 2019). We
abstract from this issue and assume that a comparable own income variable is available.

3A growing body of field and experimental evidence documents that social preferences are het-
erogeneous (Tversky and Griffin, 1991; Eckel and Grossman, 1998; Andreoni and Vesterlund, 2001;
Blanco et al., 2011; Visser and Roelofs, 2011).

4As relative income matters, the real value of the line should increase with standards of living. As
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the global line is inferred by regressing national lines on standards of living (Atkinson
and Bourguignon, 2001; Ravallion and Chen, 2011; World Bank, 2018; Atkinson, 2019;
Ravallion and Chen, 2019; Jolliffe and Prydz, 2021).5 Virtually all global lines proposed
by these authors are “societal ”: the global line is absolute in low-income countries
and relative in more developed countries. However, a poverty measure is always the
combination of a line and a poverty index (Sen, 1976). So far, the literature has
not investigated the implications of welfare-consistency for the poverty index. These
implications are potentially important because the definition of the poverty index
governs the trade-off made by the measure below the line. Moreover, the choice of
poverty index may impact the evaluation of the global poverty trend at least as much
as the design of the global line (Decerf and Ferrando, 2021).

In this paper, we develop a theory of global income poverty measurement that
makes progress on these two limitations and we provide an application using World
Bank data. We do not assume the existence of a common welfare function but rather
require the poverty measure to make a fair and welfare-consistent aggregation of het-
erogeneous individual preferences. We derive the implications of such aggregation
not only for the line but also for the poverty index. Our theoretical results provide
support for the type of global lines proposed in the literature, but rule out the use
of classical poverty indexes. In particular, we show that the ubiquitous head-count
ratio is much less attractive in our context because this index violates a very basic
welfare-consistency requirement as soon as preferences are heterogeneous. We propose
to use instead a slight modification of the head-count ratio that avoids this issue and
has a simple decomposition and interpretation. Our empirical application shows that
this change of index has important implications for the evaluation of global income
poverty.

We study poverty measures that rank income distributions in a framework where
individuals have heterogeneous preferences over own income and relative income. In
such framework, an income distribution defines for each individual a bundle com-
posed of her own income and her relative income, i.e. her income divided by the
income standard in the distribution. Our identification of the poor is based on an
exogeneously-given reference poverty bundle. We interpret its first component as the
subsistence line, i.e., the minimal own income for subsistence, and its second compo-
nent as the minimal relative income for social inclusion when one is at the subsistence
line. An individual is deemed poor if she is worse-off than at the poverty bundle.
This welfarist way of identifying the poor depends on both the poverty bundle and
on the individual’s preference. The identification of the poor is thus not based on an
exogeneously-given line.

We restrict our attention to additive poverty indexes, which sum the contributions
of all individuals in a distribution. The contribution of an individual may depend on
her income, her relative income and her preference. The contribution function is the
central object that defines the trade-off that the measure makes between own income
and relative income. We impose two properties on poverty indexes that constrain this
trade-off. The first is a Pareto axiom that encapsulates welfare-consistency. Given
that our framework features heterogeneous preferences, a second property is called for.

own income matters, the line cannot be defined as a constant level of relative income (Ravallion and
Chen, 2011).

5Atkinson and Bourguignon (2001) do not take a welfarist approach but rather one based on
capabilities (see Ravallion (2020)).
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Indeed, when comparing two poor individuals living in the same society, some poverty
indexes satisfying Pareto may attribute a larger contribution to the individual with
larger income, on the basis that she is more sensitive to relative income. However,
considering her to be “poorer” may seem very counter-intuitive because she has both a
larger own income and a larger relative income. Hence, both individuals agree that she
has a better bundle. In order to rule out such measures, we also impose a Domination
axiom that encapsulates fairness.

The fairness property has strong implications, but these implications are met by all
standard global poverty measures. Crucially, two individuals who consume the same
bundle must contribute the same to the poverty measure, regardless of their respective
sensitivities to relative income. Hence, the poverty measure makes the same trade-off
for all individuals even when preferences are heterogeneous. Also, the poverty measure
must be based on a deprivation line, i.e., on an income level above which an individual’s
contribution is zero and below which her contribution is positive, regardless of her
preference.6 Thus, the deprivation line is the same for all individuals who live in the
same society, even if they have different preferences. The deprivation line implicitly
defines an objective deprivation status : individuals below the line are deprived while
those above the line are non-deprived. As we explain below, the deprivation status
need not always correspond to the poverty status when preferences are heterogeneous.

The welfare-consistency property ties the trade-off made by the measure to individ-
ual preferences. In the benchmark case of homogeneous preferences, the deprivation
line corresponds to the indifference curve passing through the poverty bundle. The
trade-off made by the measure corresponds to the trade-off made by the common pref-
erence. The deprivation status corresponds to the poverty status, meaning that the
deprivation line perfectly identifies the poor. When preferences are heterogeneous, our
two properties become incompatible. To restore compatibility, we weaken Pareto.

For three sets of preferences, we fully characterize the joint implications that Dom-
ination and Weak Pareto have on the poverty index. The first set is the most general
and the two other sets are successively obtained by removing “extreme” preferences
from the general set. On all three sets, these properties completely characterize the
trade-off that the poverty index makes between own income and relative income. Some
characteristics of this trade-off depend on the set of preferences considered, but we show
that some characteristics are general and clear implications emerge.

The implications for the deprivation line provide the foundation for the use of a
global line of the “societal” type and shed new light on the interpretation for such line.
First, at each level of income standard, the deprivation line should be the minimal
income for which no preference could prefer the poverty bundle. Therefore, the de-
privation line does not correspond to the indifference curve of some preference, but is
rather the frontier above which no-one can be poor and below which some might be
poor. The deprivation line may yield an imperfect identification of the poor in the
sense that the poor are a subset of the deprived individuals. Second, the deprivation
line is “societal” because its shape is governed by preferences with the most extreme
sensitivities to relative income.7 Below the level of income standard corresponding
to the poverty bundle, the deprivation line is defined by the view least sensitive to

6A deprivation line corresponds to what is usually referred to as a “poverty” line. In our setting,
we change this terminology because such line needs not always correctly identify the poor (see below).

7More precisely, this shape is governed by the most extreme preferences in the set of admissible
preferences.
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relative income, i.e., self-centered preferences. The deprivation line thus corresponds
to the subsistence line. Above this reference level of income standard, the deprivation
line is defined by the view most sensitive to relative income. The deprivation line is
strongly relative when no upper-bound is placed on the sensitivity to relative income
and weakly relative (Ravallion and Chen, 2011) for our set of preferences with such an
upper-bound.

The implications for the poverty index rule out the use of classical poverty indexes.
On all three sets of preferences, the index must be “hierarchical ” (Decerf, 2021), which
means that any absolutely deprived individual, i.e., any individual below the subsis-
tence line, must contribute more than any only-relatively deprived individual, i.e., any
individual above the subsistence line but below the deprivation line. The view that the
absolutely deprived should be considered worse-off than the only-relatively deprived
collects broad support in surveys run by Decerf and Ferrando (2021). However, clas-
sical indexes are not hierarchical (Decerf, 2017) and therefore make counter-intuitive
poverty comparisons. Yet, our results reveal a new fundamental reason to rely on
hierarchical indexes rather than on standard indexes. Indeed, beyond encapsulating
largely shared views, hierarchical indexes satisfy a (weak) welfare-consistency property,
whereas standard indexes do not. In other words, only hierarchical indexes make a fair
and (weakly) welfare-consistent aggregation of heterogeneous individual preferences.

Our theory reveals that the use of the head-count ratio is much less attractive when
both own income and relative income matter. This widely used index corresponds to
the fraction of individuals below the deprivation line. It is well-known that this index
is not necessarily reduced when the income of a poor person increases (Sen, 1976).
This limitation is often not deemed sufficient to discard its use because this index still
satisfies a minimal welfare-consistency property. Indeed, in traditional applications,
the head-count ratio is reduced when a poor person escapes poverty. We show that,
in the presence of heterogeneous preferences, the head-count ratio is not necessarily
reduced when a poor person escapes poverty. The reason is that the deprivation line
yields an imperfect identification of the poor and thus the head-count ratio does not
correspond to the fraction of the poor.

We propose to use instead the hierarchical head-count ratio, a modification of the
head-count ratio that satisfies our minimal welfare-consistency requirement. The hier-
archical head-count ratio corresponds to the fraction of absolutely deprived, plus the
fraction of only-relatively deprived multiplied by an endogenous weight smaller than
one. Below the reference level of income standard, there are no only-relatively deprived
individuals and the hierarchical head-count ratio corresponds to the head-count ratio.
Above the reference level of income standard, the former differs from the latter because
of the smaller weight it attributes to the only-relatively deprived. This smaller weight
reflects welfare-consistency because all absolutely deprived individuals are poor while
some only-relatively deprived individuals are non-poor. We show that the hierarchi-
cal head-count ratio is reduced when a poor person escapes poverty. Many indexes
satisfy this property, but this one has a simple decomposition and interpretation, two
aspects that have led to the widespread use of the head-count ratio. For an observer
who ignores the exact profile of preferences but whose belief satisfies some linearity
condition, this index corresponds to the expected fraction of the poor.

We contrast the distribution and evolution of global income poverty according
to two poverty measures, the head-count ratio and the hierarchical head-count ratio.
Both measures are constructed with the same deprivation line, namely the Societal line
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adopted by the World Bank (World Bank, 2018). The two measures provide markedly
different evaluations of the distribution and evolution of global income poverty. For
instance, over the period 1999-2015, global income poverty is reduced by 32% when
measured by the head-count ratio but reduced by 48% when measured by the hierar-
chical head-count ratio. Also, Sub-Saharan Africa (resp. East Asia) accounts for 23%
(resp. 25%) of global poverty in 2015 according to the head-count ratio but for 35%
(resp. 18%) according to the hierarchical head-count ratio. The intuition for these
differences is that the absolutely deprived and the only-relatively deprived are equally
weighed by the head-count ratio, whereas the latter are weighed less than the former
by the hierarchical head-count ratio.

Our results contribute to several strands of literature. First, they speak to the
literature on global income poverty measurement. By formalizing the aggregation of
preferences, we have derived several characteristics of the trade-off that the measure
should make between own and relative income, both at the deprivation line and below.
Conceptually, our theory reveals that the use of fair poverty measures requires distin-
guishing being poor (being worse-off than at the poverty bundle) from being deprived
(falling below the deprivation line). We have shown that this conceptual point has
important implications for the interpretation of the global line and for the properties
and interpretation of the head-count ratio. In particular, the only-relatively deprived
should contribute less than the absolutely deprived. Also, we assess global income
poverty in the light of our theory and show that its recommendations have important
consequences on the conclusions drawn.

Second, our results speak to the literature on poverty indexes combining absolute
and relative income poverty. This literature proposes various families of indexes con-
structed using two lines, one absolute and one relative (Atkinson and Bourguignon,
2001; Esposito, 2010; Decerf, 2021). In contrast to that literature, we assume that
individuals are endowed with a preference over own income and relative income. Our
results provide a deeper foundation for the hierarchical indexes proposed by Decerf
(2021).8

Third, our paper relates to the social choice literature whose objective is to con-
struct normative indexes that aggregate heterogeneous preferences while satisfying the
Pareto principle and fairness requirements (Fleurbaey and Maniquet, 2011). A central
result in this literature is that the Pareto principle clashes with the Dominance prin-
ciple as soon as preferences are heterogeneous (Fleurbaey and Trannoy, 2003; Brun
and Tungodden, 2004). In order to escape this impossibility, one must thus either
weaken Pareto or Dominance. For our purpose, this literature can be organized as a
function of: (i) the application (measuring poverty or something else), (ii) the type of
preferences considered (other-regarding preferences or not), and (iii) the escape route
selected (weakening Pareto or Dominance). Most applications deal with the measure-
ment of social welfare (Fleurbaey and Tadenuma, 2014), even if some papers consider
poverty measurement (Decancq et al., 2019). Most of the previous literature considers
classical preferences over multidimensional goods, even if some papers consider other-
regarding preferences (Decerf and Van der Linden, 2016; Treibich, 2019). Most authors
weaken Dominance, even if Sprumont (2012) weakens Pareto. Hence, we contribute
to this literature because, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the

8Decerf (2017) merely argues that hierarchical indexes yield poverty comparisons that are more
in line with intuitions than those associated to classical FGT indexes (Foster et al., 1984). Decerf
(2021) shows that only hierarchical indexes satisfy a set of axioms a la Foster and Shorrocks (1991).
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implications for income poverty measurement of aggregating (other-regarding) prefer-
ences over own income and relative income.9 Our paper is also the first application
to poverty measurement that weakens the Pareto Principle.10 In our setting, we show
that this escape route introduces a conceptual distinction between being poor and
being deprived, and that by weakening Pareto it is still possible to fully characterize
the trade-offs made by the poverty measure.

The remainder is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our framework
and the fairness and welfare-consistency properties considered. In Section 3, we show
that these two properties clash under heterogeneous preferences and weaken the latter.
In Section 4, we fully characterize their joint implications on three nested sets of
preferences. In Section 5, we apply our theory to global poverty measurement. In
Section 6, we show how our analysis relates to the capability approach. In section 7,
we provide concluding comments.

2 The framework
In this section, we present our framework. First, we introduce income distributions and
individual preferences on these distributions. Then, we define how poor individuals are
identified. Finally, we present the family of additive poverty indexes and the fairness
and welfare-consistency properties imposed on these indexes.

2.1 Income distributions and preferences

Let an income distribution y = (y1, . . . , yn(y)) ∈
⋃
n∈N Rn+ be a list of non-negative

incomes. Let N(y) = {1, . . . , n(y)} denote the set of individuals in distribution y,
where n(y) ∈ N. Let y denote the income standard of distribution y. When we wish
to emphasize the income standard of a particular distribution y, we may write y = y.
The income standard is a summary statistic on the distribution, which we assume to
be either mean income or median income (our results hold in both cases).

In line with Ravallion (2020), the preference of any individual i ∈ N(y) in dis-
tribution y depends on both her own income yi and her relative income yi/y. This
preference captures the trade-offs that the individual makes between own income and
relative income. We assume that every individual i has a complete, transitive and con-
tinuous preference, which can be represented by a utility function ui(yi, yi/y), where
the subscript i reveals that individual preferences are (potentially) heterogeneous. We
often drop subscript i when discussing points that are not specific to a given individual,
e.g. writing u(y, y/y) instead of ui(yi, yi/y).

We impose two (ordinal) monotonicity assumptions on preferences. First, utility
functions are strictly increasing in own income when holding relative in-
come constant, i.e. ∂1u > 0 whenever u is differentiable. As a result, when own
income and the income standard are multiplied by a common factor δ > 1 we have
u(δy, y/y) ≥ u(y, y/y), and the inequality is strict when y > 0. Second, utility func-
tions are weakly increasing in relative income when holding own income

9Decancq et al. (2019) consider classical preferences. Treibich (2019) considers a setting with other-
regarding preferences over own income and relative income, but he studies social welfare measurement
and weakens the Dominance principle.

10Decancq et al. (2019) weaken the Dominance principle and Sprumont (2012) studies social welfare
measurement.
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constant, i.e. ∂2u ≥ 0 whenever u is differentiable.11 Self-centered preferences are
not ruled out because utility is only weakly increasing in relative income. These two
monotonicity assumptions together imply that utility functions are strictly increasing
in own income when holding the income standard constant.

We find it convenient to represent preferences with utility functions, but we em-
phasize that our theory only relies on ordinal preferences. In other words, two utility
functions that represent the same preference are considered equivalent. For this rea-
son, our terminology uses utility functions and preferences interchangeably, even if
they are different formal objects.

Let UB denote the set of individual utility functions representing preferences that
satisfy these basic restrictions. This set is extremely general. For instance, the follow-
ing family of utility functions represent preferences that satisfy all these restrictions:

uσ(y, y/y) = −
(

1

y
+

σ

y/y

)
, (1)

where the parameter σ ≥ 0 tunes the sensitivity to relative income. Self-centered
preferences correspond to the case σ = 0, i.e. to u0.

It will be convenient to draw an individual’s indifference map in the space of “bun-
dles” (y, y) ∈ R+ × R+, where the second component is the income standard instead
of relative income. Without loss of generality, we often write the two arguments of
utility to be income and the income standard, i.e. writing u(y, y) instead of u(y, y/y).
Figure 1 illustrates the indifference map associated with uσ. An indifference map is
a collection of indifference curves, which are sets of bundles that yield a constant
level of utility. As shown in Figure 1, all indifference curves associated with uσ are
straight lines with positive slopes.12 More generally, the restrictions on UB imply that
indifference curves have non-negative slopes and all bundles with zero income together
form an indifference curve. Also, utility strictly increases along any straight ray from
the origin that has a strictly positive slope.

yi

y

slope σ

1

Figure 1: Indifference map in the space of bundles for utility function uσ.
Plain blue curves are indifference curves. Relative income stays constant along dashed black rays
pointing to the origin.

Let u = (u1, . . . , un(u)) denote a profile of utility functions, or preferences profile
for short. Some of our results are based on narrower sets of preferences. Let U ⊆ UB

denote a generic subset of utility functions.
11This assumption corresponds to the case of jealous other-regarding preferences, the relevant case

in the context of poverty measurement.
12 Observe that uσ is ordinally equivalent to −(uσ)−1 = 1

1
y+ σ

y/y

= y
1+σy .
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2.2 Poverty identification

As is standard in multidimensional poverty measurement (Bourguignon and Chakravarty,
2003; Alkire and Foster, 2011), the identification of the poor is based on a reference
poverty bundle.13 The poverty bundle is the worst bundle at which individuals can
secure subsistence and social inclusion.14 The poverty bundle, which we denote by
(za, y

m), is defined by two normative parameters. We interpret parameter za ∈ R++

as the subsistence line, i.e. the minimal income necessary to satisfactorily cover sub-
sistence needs. We interpret za/ym ∈ [0, 1] as the minimal relative income for social
inclusion when own income is za. Hence, we interpret parameter ym as the maximal
level of income standard for which individuals who can only just satisfactorily cover
their subsistence needs are also socially included. The restriction za/y

m ≤ 1, which
implies that ym ≥ za, is needed for some of our results when the income standard is
taken to be mean income.15 This bundle is exogenous to our theory and we assume it
is selected by some social planner.

As is standard in frameworks with heterogeneous preferences (Decancq et al., 2019;
Dimri and Maniquet, 2019), an individual is deemed poor if she is worse-off than at the
poverty bundle, i.e., if she prefers the poverty bundle over the bundle she consumes.
This definition calls for two remarks. First, this is a “welfarist” definition of poverty.
Second, the poverty bundle is the cornerstone of inter-personal comparisons. Indeed,
even when two individuals have different preferences, they are both considered non-
poor when they both consume the poverty bundle.

The formalization of how the poor are identified requires some additional defini-
tions. For a given set of utility functions U , the domain of distribution-profile pairs
(y,u) is

XU =
⋃
n∈N

Y n × Un,

where Y n =
{
y ∈ Rn+|y ≥ za

}
. The mild restriction y ≥ za is necessary for some of

our results when the income standard is taken to be median income.16 We denote the
set of bundles that an individual can consume by

X = {(y, y) ∈ R+ × [za,∞)}.
The set of poor individuals in the distribution-profile pair (y,u) is denoted by

Q(y,u) = {i ∈ N(y)|ui(yi, y) < ui(za, y
m)}. In Section 6, we explain more carefully

the relationship between this definition of the poor and the functioning and capability
approach of Sen (1983, 1985a). For an individual with utility function u, we denote
the set of bundles whose consumption leaves her in poverty by

XQ(u) = {(y, y) ∈ X|u(y, y) < u(za, y
m)}.

13Strictly speaking, our framework considers unidimensional income. However, preferences are
defined on two variables, i.e. own income and relative income, which capture two distinct dimensions,
i.e. subsistence and social inclusion.

14Individuals whose income is too far below the income standard in their society are at risk of
social exclusion in the sense that their income might not be sufficient for them to participate in the
everyday activities of their society (Townsend, 1979).

15This restriction implies that individuals are not socially excluded in the equal distribution
(za, . . . , za).

16Observe that, although our theoretical results require that y ≥ za, the poverty indexes charac-
terized can readily be applied for countries with y < za.
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We illustrate set XQ(u) and its complement X\XQ(u) in Figure 2. The union of these
sets of bundles for a given set of preferences U is denoted by XQ(U) =

⋃
u∈U XQ(u), a

notation that will prove useful.

u

yi

za

y

b

ymza

XQ(u)

X\XQ(u)

(a)

Poverty
bundle

u0

yi

za

y
ymza

XQ(u
0)

X\XQ(u0)

(b)

Poverty
bundle

b

Figure 2: (a) Poverty identification under utility function u. (b) Poverty identification
under the self-centered utility function u0.
The plain curve is the indifference curve passing through the poverty bundle.

Two remarks are in order. First, some individuals who earn less than za are not
poor. As illustrated in Figure 2.a, this may happen when the income standard is
smaller than the reference value ym. As we show below, this does not imply that the
fate of these individuals is disregarded by the poverty measure. We denote the set of
bundles with own income smaller than the subsistence line by

XA = {(y, y) ∈ [0, za)× [za,∞)},

where the subscript A recalls that the frontier of this set is the “absolute” subsistence
line za.17

Second, two individuals with different utility functions may have different poverty
status even when they both consume the same bundle. This is easily observed when
contrasting Figure 2.a and 2.b. In general, an individual’s poverty status depends on
both her bundle and her utility function. However, for some bundles, poverty status
does not depend on her utility function. For instance, all individuals whose bundle
is not in XQ(UB) are non-poor, regardless of their preferences. Also, all individuals
whose income is smaller than za when the income standard is larger than ym are poor.
Indeed, all these individuals prefer the poverty bundle because utility functions are
weakly decreasing in the income standard.

2.3 Poverty indexes

A poverty index ranks pairs of income distributions and preferences profiles according
to their degree of poverty. Formally, a poverty index is a function PU : XU → R
that represents poverty on XU . That is, PU(y,u) ≥ PU(y′,u′) indicates that there
is (weakly) more poverty in (y,u) than in (y′,u′), and there is strictly more poverty

17This terminology is justified by the fact that the subsistence line de facto constitutes an absolute
line.
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if the inequality is strict. This definition of the poverty index allows making cross-
country poverty comparisons, since the index is allowed to make comparisons across
different preference profiles.18 For the sake of notational simplicity, we sometimes omit
the reference to domain U , denoting a poverty index by P and its domain by X .

We restrict our attention to a family of additive indexes, which sum the contribu-
tions to the poverty index of all individuals. An individual’s contribution only depends
on her utility function and the bundle she consumes.
Definition 1 (Additive index).
Given any U ⊆ UB, we say that PU : XU → R is an additive index if

PU(y,u) =
1

n(y)

n(y)∑
i=1

pui(yi, y) (2)

where for every u ∈ U , the contribution function pu : X → R is well-defined on X and
continuous on XQ(u).

Our definition of an additive index imposes a lot of structure. In particular,
this definition introduces a contribution function p : X × U → R such that
p : (y, y, u) 7→ pu(y, y) where, in line with the definition of utility functions, the con-
tribution of an individual depends on the incomes of other individuals only through
the income standard. While this is a strong requirement, virtually all applications
resort to such additive indexes.19 More fundamentally, Decerf (2021) shows in a sim-
ilar framework that axioms a la Foster and Shorrocks (1991) imply such an additive
expression.20

Nevertheless, the definition of an additive index places no constraint on the way
in which the contribution function compares different bundles, besides a mild form of
continuity.21 This is important because the definition of the contribution function is
a key question for global income poverty measurement. This function governs inter-
personal comparisons and defines the trade-offs that the measure makes between own
income and relative income. That is, the contribution function specifies how the
measure compares the incomes of two individuals living in societies with different
income standards.

We constrain the contribution function by imposing two properties on the poverty
index. These properties encapsulate fairness and welfare-consistency requirements.
First, our welfare-consistency requirement adapts the Pareto Principle to our poverty
measurement setting. In a social welfare measurement setting, the Pareto Principle
requires that social welfare is improved when the utility of all individuals is increased.
In our setting, Pareto requires that poverty cannot increase when the utility of all
individuals is improved. Moreover, poverty is strictly reduced when the utility of some
poor individual is strictly improved.

18In this matter, we follow Fleurbaey and Tadenuma (2014) who argue that social choice should
extend beyond the comparison of economic situations for a given population. We emphasize that
the possibility to compare populations with different preference profiles is a natural consequence of
the construction of a poverty measure that compares individuals endowed with heterogeneous utility
functions.

19Several poverty indexes that are not additively decomposable have been proposed in the literature
(see Zheng (1997)).

20The main difference with the expression derived in Decerf (2021) is that, because we assume
that individuals are endowed with a utility function, we do not impose a priori that the contribution
function be the same for all individuals.

21This mild form of continuity does not rule out that the index corresponds to the fraction of poor.
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Axiom 1 (Pareto).
For all (y,u), (y′,u) ∈ XU such that n(y) = n(y′), if ui(y′i, y′) ≥ ui(yi, y) for all
i ∈ N(y), then PU(y′,u) ≤ PU(y,u). If in addition u`(y

′
`, y
′) > u`(y`, y) for some

` ∈ Q(y,u), then PU(y′,u) < PU(y,u).

Our framework with heterogeneous preferences calls for a second property of the
fairness type. Indeed, some poverty indexes satisfying Pareto make poverty compar-
isons that seem very counterintuitive, as explained in the Introduction. Our fairness
requirement adapts the Domination Principle to our poverty setting. When measuring
social welfare, the Domination Principle requires that social welfare is improved when
the bundle of each individual is improved according to all relevant preferences.22 When
measuring poverty, we are interested in the trade-offs that poor individuals make. In
our setting, Domination requires that, if the bundle of each individual is improved
according to all utility functions under which she is poor in the final distribution (if
any), then poverty cannot increase, regardless of the exact preferences profiles.

Axiom 2 (Domination).
For all (y,u), (y′,u′) ∈ XU such that n(y) = n(y′), if u(y′i, y

′) ≥ u(yi, y) for all
i ∈ N(y) and all u ∈ U such that (y′i, y

′) ∈ XQ(u), then PU(y′,u′) ≤ PU(y,u).

In contrast to Pareto, Domination does not hold the preferences profile fixed.
Domination is a strong axiom, but it is satisfied by all the standard indexes used in
the literature.23

We illustrate how the Domination axiom works in Figure 3. Assume that there
are only two different utility functions in set U , i.e., U = {u, u0}. We show that
Domination implies that poverty in distribution y′ cannot be larger than in distribution
y. First, the bundles of individuals 2 and 3 are irrelevant for the comparison because
these individuals cannot be worse-off than at the poverty bundle, regardless of whether
their utility functions are u or u0.24 Second, individual 1 is worse-off than at the poverty
bundle both in y and y′, regardless of whether her utility function is u or u0. So the
poverty comparison of y′ and y depends on the comparison of 1’s bundles under each of
these two utility functions. Domination implies that poverty is no larger in y′ because
bundle (y′1, y

′) yields a higher utility than bundle (y1, y) for both utility functions (u or
u0).25 Observe that the axiom would have remained silent if the two utility functions
had implied opposite comparisons of the bundles of individual 1 (which cannot be the
case in Figure 3 since 1’s own income and relative income are both larger in y′).

In a nutshell, these two properties require that the poverty index makes a fair and
welfare-consistent aggregation of individual situations. In the next two sections, we
investigate the constraints that these properties impose on the trade-offs between own
and relative income inherent to the contribution function.

3 Baseline results and impossibility
This section presents some concepts emerging from our theory and prepares the stage
for our main results in the next section. First, we show that an index satisfying our

22The Domination Principle was originally called the Intersection principle in Sen (1985b).
23The indexes used in the literature on global poverty attribute the same contribution to all indi-

viduals who consume the same bundle.
24Formally, we have that (yi, y), (y′i, y

′) /∈ XQ(U) for all i ∈ {2, 3}.
25Formally, we have that u(y1, y) < u(y′i, y

′) and u0(y1, y) < u0(y′i, y
′).
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Figure 3: By Domination, poverty cannot be larger in y′ than in y when U = {u, u0}.
The blue curves are indifference curves.

fairness axiom is based on a uniquely defined deprivation line, which defines a depri-
vation status that need not entirely overlap with the poverty status. Second, we show
for the benchmark case of homogeneous preferences that our two axioms completely
characterize the trade-offs between own income and relative income inherent to the
index. Third, we show that our two axioms are incompatible when preferences are
heterogeneous and define a weak Pareto axiom that restores compatibility.

3.1 Fair additive poverty indexes

In Proposition 1 we show that any additive index satisfying Domination must be a
fair additive index.

The main characteristic of a fair additive index is that the contribution function
is the same for all individuals. Therefore, two individuals consuming the same bundle
contribute the same, even if one is more sensitive to relative income than the other.
As a result, fair additive indexes do not make the counter-intuitive inter-personal com-
parisons discussed in the Introduction. Indeed, when considering two poor individuals
living in the same society, the contribution of the poor individual with larger own
income cannot be larger, even if she is more sensitive to relative income.

Also, a fair additive index is based on a deprivation line. Mathematically, the value
of the deprivation line is given by a function z : [za,∞)→ R+ whose argument is the
income standard y.26 Thus, the function z defining the deprivation line divides the set
of bundles between those below the deprivation line

Xz = {(y, y) ∈ X|y < z(y)},

and those above the deprivation line X\Xz. A fair additive index attributes a positive
contribution to bundles below the deprivation line and a zero contribution to bun-
dles above the deprivation line. Above the deprivation line, the exact bundle of an
individual does not affect her contribution. The exact incomes of individuals above
the deprivation line only affect the index through their impact on the income stan-
dard. Below the deprivation line, the contribution function has properties which are
the opposite of the properties imposed on individual utility functions. Specifically, the

26We sometimes call z the deprivation line, even if the deprivation line z(y) is formally a different
object than function z.
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contribution function is weakly decreasing in own income and weakly increasing in the
income standard.

Definition 2 (Fair additive index).
Given any U ⊆ UB, we say that PU : XU → R is a fair additive index if

PU(y,u) = k̂ +
1

n(y)

n(y)∑
i=1

p(yi, y) (3)

for some k̂ ∈ R,27 where the (degenerate)28 contribution function p : X → R is such
that, for some continuous function z : [za,∞)→ R+ with Xz ⊆ XQ(U), (i) p(y, y) = 0
on X\Xz, (ii) p(y, y) > 0 on Xz, (iii) p is continuous on Xz, (iv) p is weakly decreasing
in its first argument on Xz and (v) p is weakly increasing in its second argument on
Xz.

Proposition 1 reveals the fairness reason for which the contribution function must
be the same for all individuals even if they hold different preferences. Domination
prevents that preferences “overturn” bundle domination.

Proposition 1.
Given any U ⊆ UB, an additive index PU satisfies Domination only if PU is a fair
additive index.

Proof. See Appendix 8.1. �

This result may not seem surprising,29 but it has fundamental implications. Domi-
nation implies that the measure is based on some deprivation line, which distinguishes
bundles whose contribution is positive from those whose contribution is zero. Hence,
the deprivation line is the frontier of a deprivation status. This deprivation status
is objectively defined: individuals whose bundles are in Xz are deprived regardless of
their preferences. This is in contrast to the poverty status, which has an element
of subjectivity because it depends on the individual’s preference. Here is the formal
definition of these two notions.

Definition 3 (Deprivation line and Deprivation status).
Given any U ⊆ UB, we say that the additive index PU : XU → R is based on a
deprivation line if there is a function z : [za,∞)→ R+ such that for all u ∈ U we have
pu(y, y) = 0 for all (y, y) ∈ Xz and pu(y, y) > 0 for all (y, y) ∈ X\Xz. If this is the
case, we say that any individual with bundle (y, y) is deprived if (y, y) ∈ Xz, absolutely
deprived if (y, y) ∈ Xz ∩XA and only-relatively deprived if (y, y) ∈ Xz\XA.

We emphasize that the notions of deprivation line and deprivation status are not
primitives of our model, but are rather emerging characteristics of indexes satisfying
Domination. For instance, the additive index that corresponds to the fraction of poor
individuals is not based on a deprivation line. Indeed, as soon as preferences are
heterogeneous, this index requires a non-degenerate contribution function, i.e., the
contribution of an individual may depend on her preference.

27The constant k̂ ∈ R does not play any role in poverty comparisons.
28We call p a degenerate contribution function because this object is formally distinct from a

contribution function pu (see Definition 1). Indeed, the former function has a smaller domain of
definition.

29We do not derive at this stage an “if and only if” result. It is not sufficient to be a fair additive
index in order to satisfy Domination. The full implications of Domination are easier to express on
specific domains of utility functions.
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Crucially, for a fair additive index, the deprivation status and the poverty status
need not coincide. It is for instance possible that some non-poor individuals are de-
prived. This is the case if a non-poor individual has an income below the deprivation
line. In that case, the deprivation line yields an imperfect identification of the poor.
This is the reason why we call it a deprivation line and not a “poverty” line. As
we show in Section 5, this imperfect identification of the poor makes the use of the
head-count ratio much less attractive. To the best of our knowledge, this distinction
between poverty and deprivation statuses is new and specific to our setting.30

A fair additive index makes the same trade-offs between own income and relative
income for all individuals. These trade-offs can be graphically illustrated by means
of the iso-deprivation map (see Figure 4). An iso-deprivation map is a collection of
iso-deprivation curves, which are sets of bundles that yield a constant contribu-
tion. That is, iso-deprivation curves are “iso-contribution” curves. The shape of iso-
deprivation curves reveals how the index compares the incomes of individuals living in
societies with different income standards. The deprivation line is one iso-deprivation
curve, or more precisely, it is the frontier of a “thick” iso-deprivation curve.
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Figure 4: Iso-deprivation map for a fair additive index.
The plain curves are iso-deprivation curves.

The definition of a fair additive index leaves the shape of its iso-deprivation curves,
and thus the shape of its deprivation line, largely unconstrained. In the remainder
of our theory, we investigate how welfare-consistency requirements tie the shape of
iso-deprivation curves to the shape of indifference curves.

3.2 Benchmark: homogeneous preferences

As a benchmark, we consider the case for which all individuals have the same utility
function. It is well-known that, when measuring social welfare, the Pareto principle is
compatible with the Domination principle when preferences are homogeneous (Fleur-
baey and Trannoy, 2003; Brun and Tungodden, 2004). This is also the case in our

30In general, this distinction should emerge in any poverty measurement settings where poverty
status is defined as being worse-off than at a poverty bundle and poverty indexes satisfy the Domi-
nation principle, i.e., the escape route followed weakens Pareto. In the context of multidimensional
poverty measurement, a distinction has also been introduced between two statuses that are given the
same names (Alkire et al., 2015). That distinction is of a different nature, though, since preferences
are not considered in that context.
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setting where we measure poverty. Proposition 2 shows that the contribution func-
tion is a (negative) representation of the common utility function. That is, below the
deprivation line, iso-deprivation curves exactly correspond to indifference curves.

Proposition 2.
Given any {u} ⊂ UB, the additive index P{u} satisfies Domination and Pareto if and
only if P{u} is a fair additive index with deprivation line z such that Xz = XQ({u}),
and contribution function p such that

p(y′, y′) ≤ p(y, y) ⇔ u(y′, y′) ≥ u(y, y)

for all (y, y), (y′, y′) ∈ Xz.

Proof. See Appendix 8.2. �

We emphasize three implications of Proposition 2 for the properties of the depri-
vation line. First, the deprivation line corresponds to the indifference curve passing
through the poverty bundle (see Figure 5). That is, the deprivation line yields the same
utility in all countries. Second, the deprivation line yields a perfect identification of the
poor. That is, all individuals below the deprivation line are poor and all individuals
above the deprivation line are non-poor. The reason being that all individuals hold
the common utility function. Third, if the unique utility function is not affected by
relative income for levels of own income smaller than the subsistence line za, then the
contribution function only depends on own income. In that case, the deprivation line
corresponds to the subsistence line za and the measure is an absolute poverty measure.
These three implications are in line with the current state of the literature (Ravallion,
2020). Proposition 2 provides an axiomatic foundation for these implications.
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Figure 5: Under homogeneous preferences, iso-deprivation curves correspond to in-
difference curves below the deprivation line.
Plain black curves are iso-deprivation curves. Dashed blue curves are indifference curves. The thick
red curve is the deprivation line.

Proposition 2 completely characterizes the trade-offs made by the measure. These
trade-offs must be the same as those of the common preference. The downside of this
result is that it requires that all individuals share the same preference, which is not
realistic.
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3.3 General impossibility and weak Pareto

It is largely accepted that individuals have heterogeneous preferences and hold dif-
ferent definitions of their own welfare.31 In this light, assuming that preferences are
homogeneous is paternalistic.

It is also well-known that, in many settings, the Pareto principle clashes with the
Domination principle when individuals hold heterogeneous preferences (Fleurbaey and
Trannoy, 2003). Intuitively, the reason is that the Pareto Principle requires that the
contribution function (negatively) represents individual preferences while the Domi-
nation principle requires that the contribution function does not depend on individual
preferences.

This clash is also present in our setting and we show in Proposition 3 that Domi-
nation and Pareto are incompatible. We say that the set U is heterogeneous if there
exist two u, u′ ∈ U and some (y, y) ∈ X with y ≥ ym such that (y, y) ∈ XQ(u) and
(y, y) /∈ XQ(u′).32

Proposition 3.
Given any heterogeneous U ⊆ UB, no additive index PU satisfies Domination and
Pareto.

Proof. See Appendix 8.3. �

When confronted by similar incompatibilities in other settings, authors have taken
either of the two following escape routes: weaken the Pareto principle or weaken the
Domination principle.33 We follow the former route for the following normative rea-
sons. First, the incompatibility arises in our setting because Pareto may be considered
too “strong”. Indeed, Pareto requires that the poverty index is reduced even when some
individuals fall below the deprivation line (we explain this issue below). Second, we
believe that poverty indexes violating Domination would not collect much support
because they make inter-personal comparisons that many would consider counterin-
tuitive.34 Finally, this route also has a non-negligible pragmatic advantage. Poverty
indexes satisfying the Domination principle are easy to implement in practice because
they do not require inferring individual preferences (Proposition 1). Therefore, our

31A large body of field and experimental evidence documents such heterogeneity for social prefer-
ences (Tversky and Griffin, 1991; Eckel and Grossman, 1998; Andreoni and Vesterlund, 2001; Blanco
et al., 2011; Visser and Roelofs, 2011).

32Our definition of a heterogeneous set U is not the complement of that of a homogeneous set
{u}. That is, there are sets U ′ such that u, u′ ∈ U ′ and u 6= u′ that do not meet our definition of a
heterogeneous set. For instance, this is the case if u and u′ share the same indifference curve through
the poverty bundle. We adopt this definition out of convenience, because this definition is the one
we need for the results in Section 5. Yet, the results in Section 3 and Section 4 are robust to a more
general definition of a heterogeneous set. Most importantly, our definition covers the most relevant
cases.

33 For instance, in social welfare measurement settings, Fleurbaey and Maniquet (2006), Fleurbaey
and Maniquet (2011) or Decancq et al. (2015) weaken the Domination principle, while Sprumont
(2012) weakens the Pareto principle. In order to escape the impossibility, Sprumont (2012) defines
a “Consensus” axiom, whose precondition for recording a social improvement is that everybody finds
that everyone’s bundle is better in the new allocation. This is a rather “heavy” weakening of the
Pareto principle. Pareto’s precondition only requires that everybody finds her own bundle better in
the new allocation.

34Recall the example given in the Introduction, i.e. that a measure satisfying Pareto but violating
Domination will sometimes attribute a smaller contribution to some poor individual than to another
poor individual who lives in the same society and has a larger income than the former.
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objective for the remainder of this section is to identify the “lightest” weakening of
Pareto that allows escaping the impossibility presented in Proposition 3.

Proposition 3 is not a direct implication of the clash between the Pareto principle
and the Domination principle that has been established in other settings. The incom-
patibility between the two principles is less deep in our setting with other-regarding
preferences because Pareto has limited “bite”. The reason is that there never is an
unanimous improvement when the income standard is reduced. The two arguments
of preferences, which are own income and relative income, are not entirely indepen-
dent from one another. As we show in Lemma 1, when moving to a distribution with
smaller income standard, at least one individual is made worse-off. Indeed, at least
one individual has both her own income and her relative income reduced.

Lemma 1.
Given any U ⊆ UB, for all (y,u), (y′,u) ∈ XU with N(y) = N(y′) and y < y′, there
exists j ∈ N(y) for whom uj(y

′
j, y
′) > uj(yj, y).

Proof. See Appendix 8.4. �

The incompatibility presented in Proposition 3 arises because all individuals may
prefer a distribution that has more individuals below the deprivation line.35 To see this,
assume that some distribution y has no individual below the deprivation line. There
may exist another unanimously preferred distribution y′ for which some individuals
are below the deprivation line. We illustrate in Figure 6 that some non-poor individual
j may prefer a bundle (y′j, y

′) below the deprivation line over a bundle (yj, y) above
the deprivation line. Pareto requires that the poverty index cannot be larger for
the unanimously preferred distribution y′, even if j is deprived in y′ but not in y. In
contrast, Domination requires that the measure is based on a fair additive index, which
attributes a zero contribution to non-deprived individuals and positive contributions
to deprived individuals. Therefore, the poverty index must be larger for distribution
y′. Thus, the incompatibility arises because Pareto requires that the poverty index
is reduced even when the unanimously preferred situation features more individuals
below the deprivation line.

We argue that, when a distribution has more individuals below the deprivation
line, the fact that this distribution is unanimously preferred is not sufficient to un-
ambiguously conclude that the poverty index cannot be increased. In the example
above, there is a rationale for which the index could take a larger value for y′ than
for y. Indeed, all individuals are non-poor and non-deprived in y, but individual j
is deprived in y′. For this reason, we consider a weak version of Pareto that remains
silent when the number of deprived individuals is increased. To do this, we need to
add a precondition requiring that individuals who are non-poor in the initial distri-
bution do not fall below the deprivation line in the final distribution. Of course, the
deprivation line is not a primitive of our framework and we can thus not express this
precondition by referring to the deprivation line. Fortunately, we can rely on the fact

35For simplicity, we present the intuition as if the deprivation line was exogenously given. As we
show below, the (endogenous) deprivation line is increasing with the income standard when y ≥ ym,
at least if some preference in U is sensitive to relative income (see for instance Lemma 6 in Appendix
8.1).
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Figure 6: The non-poor individual j prefers her deprived bundle in y′ over her non-
deprived bundle in y.
The blue curve is j’s indifference curve. The thick red curve is the deprivation line z.

that the deprivation line is never larger than the income standard.36 Formally, Weak
Pareto is a weakening of Pareto that adds the precondition that the individuals who
are non-poor in the initial distribution earn in the final distribution an income at least
as large as the income standard.

Axiom 3 (Weak Pareto).
For all (y,u), (y′,u) ∈ XU such that n(y) = n(y′), if ui(y′i, y′) ≥ ui(yi, y) for all
i ∈ N(y) and y′j ≥ y′ for all j /∈ Q(y,u), then PU(y′,u) ≤ PU(y,u). If in addition
u`(y

′
`, y
′) > u`(y`, y) for some ` ∈ Q(y,u), then PU(y′,u) < PU(y,u).

As desired, the additional precondition defining Weak Pareto excludes unanimous
improvements that are deprivation-increasing. As we show below, Weak Pareto is
compatible with Domination. Admittedly, Weak Pareto is not a fully satisfactory
weakening because this axiom remains silent on some pairs for which one distribution
is unanimously preferred and does not have more deprivation than the other distribu-
tion.37 This is unfortunate as the comparison of such pairs should be unambiguous.38
This considerable loss of “bite” is the consequence of the fact that its additional pre-
condition cannot refer to the deprivation line, and we must thus resort to a second-best
ad hoc formulation. However, as we show in the next section, Weak Pareto still re-
tains enough “bite” in order to fully characterize the trade-offs made by the measure.39
Weak Pareto is thus fit for our purpose in the sense that it escapes the impossibility,
it retains enough “bite”, and all of its affirmative comparisons are compelling.

36By Lemma 2 (see Appendix 8.1), individuals who earn an income at least as large as the income
standard cannot prefer the poverty bundle, which implies that their bundles belong to X\XQ(U).
This implies that these individuals are not deprived because Proposition 1 requires that Xz ⊆ XQ(U).

37Indeed, Weak Pareto remains silent as soon as the unanimously preferred distribution has a
non-poor individual who is non-deprived and whose income is below the income standard.

38Observe that, although Weak Pareto sometimes remains silent for such unambiguous pairs, the
poverty measures that Weak Pareto and Domination jointly characterize make affirmative compar-
isons of such pairs that reflect our intuitions.

39An alternative to Weak Pareto would be to adapt to our poverty setting the “consensus” axiom of
Sprumont (2012) (see footnote 33). If such “consensus” axiom would be more elegant and also allow
escaping the impossibility, it would not have enough “bite” in order to obtain a full characterization
of the trade-off made by the measure. In this sense, such “consensus” axiom would take us further
away from welfare-consistency than Weak Pareto.
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4 Results under heterogeneous preferences
In this section, we characterize poverty indexes satisfying Domination and Weak
Pareto under heterogeneous preferences. Some characteristics of these poverty indexes
depend on the set of admissible utility functions. First, we derive a key characteristic
of these indexes that is preserved on the main sets of utility functions, namely that the
index must be hierarchical. Then, we focus on specific sets of utility functions in order
to fully characterize the joint implications of these axioms. We start by considering
the whole set UB, then focus on two subsets of UB that exclude some “extreme” utility
functions.

4.1 The case for hierarchical indexes

In this section, we show that, when some utility function does not depend on relative
income below the subsistence line, the poverty index must be hierarchical.

Formally, we denote by U∗ ⊂ UB the subset of utility functions that are inde-
pendent of relative income below the subsistence line, i.e. for all u ∈ U∗ we have
u(y, y) = u(y, y′) for all y ∈ [0, za) and y, y′ ≥ 0. For instance, self-centered prefer-
ences belong to U∗.

We consider the subsets of utility functions U that contain at least one member of
U∗. These are arguably the main subsets of utility functions. Indeed, some individuals,
like monks or hermits, typically care little if at all about relative income. Those subsets
U are such thatXA ⊆ XQ(U) because all individuals with a utility function in U∗ prefer
the poverty bundle over a bundle below the subsistence line. As we show below, this
implies that the deprivation line is never smaller than the subsistence line. Hence,
all individuals below the subsistence line are deprived. In fact, by the definition of
deprivation statuses, they are all absolutely deprived.

On these subsets, Proposition 4 shows that indexes must belong to the family of
“hierarchical” indexes (Decerf, 2021).40

Definition 4 (Hierarchical poverty index).
Given any U ⊆ UB, we say that the additive index PU : XU → R is a hierarchical
poverty index if PU is a fair additive index with deprivation line z such that Xz =
XQ(U) and for which (i) p is strictly decreasing in its first argument on Xz and (ii) p
is constant in its second argument on XA ∩Xz.

Hierarchical indexes are based on a deprivation line defined by Xz = XQ(U). This
means that a bundle provides deprivation status when there is some preference in U
for which the poverty bundle is preferred to the bundle. In other words, individuals
are considered deprived if they could potentially prefer the poverty bundle.

The trade-offs between own income and relative income associated to hierarchical
indexes are illustrated in Figure 7. Crucially, all iso-deprivation curves below the
subsistence line are flat lines. As a result, hierarchical indexes systematically attribute
a larger contribution to an absolutely deprived individual than to an only-relatively
deprived individual, regardless of the income standard in their respective societies.

40Decerf (2017) argues that indexes that are not hierarchical yield debatable poverty comparisons
when used in combination with a global line of the societal type. In a simpler framework that has no
utility functions, Decerf (2021) shows that axioms a la Foster and Shorrocks (1991) characterize the
family of hierarchical indexes.
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Moreover, when comparing two absolutely deprived individuals, hierarchical indexes
attribute a larger contribution to the one who earns the smallest income. Importantly,
indexes standardly used in the global poverty literature are not hierarchical (Decerf,
2017). For this reason, standard indexes make poverty comparisons that would seem
counterintuitive to many people. Indeed, the view that an absolutely deprived person
is worse-off than an only-relatively deprived person collects broad support as shown
in surveys ran by Decerf and Ferrando (2021).
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Figure 7: Iso-deprivation curves for a hierarchical index.
Plain black curves are iso-deprivation curves. The thick red curve is the deprivation line.

Proposition 4.
Given any U ⊆ UB with U ∩ U∗ 6= ∅, the additive index PU satisfies Domination and
Weak Pareto only if PU is a hierarchical index.

Proof. See Appendix 8.5. �

The intuition for Proposition 4 is as follows. Weak Pareto requires that some
unanimous improvements reduce poverty. In particular, the poverty reduction must
be strict when the utility of a poor individual is increased. For simplicity, assume
that all other individuals contribute zero. Under this assumption, the poverty index
must be reduced when the poor individual moves to a bundle she prefers, at least if
no-one is worse-off in the new distribution. Such unanimous improvement requires
that the income standard of the new distribution is not smaller than that of the initial
distribution (Lemma 1). Thus, when the poor individual prefers a bundle with a
larger income standard, the contribution associated to this bundle must be strictly
smaller.41 Importantly, this reasoning holds true for all the preferences in U that the
poor individual may hold. Graphically, at any bundle, the slope of the iso-deprivation
curve cannot be steeper than the slope of the indifference curve of an individual who
is poor at this bundle. This implies that the iso-deprivation curves are flat below the
absolute line. Indeed, the indifference curves of a self-centered individual are flat and,
moreover, such self-centered individual is poor when she is absolutely deprived.42 Thus,
the iso-deprivation curves must also be flat below za, because Domination prevents
iso-deprivation curves to have negative slopes.

41We show this formally in Lemma 5 in Appendix 8.1.
42There need not be self-centered preferences in the set U but the same reasoning holds for prefer-

ences in the set U∗.
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Observe that the above reasoning does not necessarily imply that iso-deprivation
curves above za must be flat. Even if some individuals have indifference curves that are
flat above za, these individuals need not be poor. For instance, self-centered individuals
are not poor above za. In fact, for two out of our three sets of utility functions, no
poor individual has an indifference curve that is flat above za.

The above reasoning also helps understand why the deprivation line must be the
frontier of the set of bundles that are worse than the poverty bundle for some preference
in U , i.e. Xz = XQ(U). If an individual is poor at some bundle, her contribution cannot
be zero, otherwise the poverty index cannot be strictly reduced when she moves to a
bundle she prefers (see Lemma 6 in Appendix 8.1).

4.2 Most general set of preferences

We fully characterize the trade-offs made by poverty indexes satisfying Domination
andWeak Pareto under the most general set UB. Theorem 1 shows that these measures
have two key properties.

First, the deprivation line is the upper-contour of the subsistence line za and a
strongly relative line passing through the poverty bundle. This deprivation line is
defined by the following function

z∗(y) = max

(
za,

za
ym

y

)
.

The intuition follows from the fact that the deprivation line is the frontier of the set of
bundles at which some individuals are poor, i.e. Xz = XQ(U). As a result, the shape
of the deprivation line is defined by the utility functions in U with the most extreme
sensitivities to relative income. When y < ym, the deprivation line is defined by the
utility function least sensitive to relative income, i.e. self-centered preferences. When
y ≥ ym, it is defined by the utility function most sensitive to relative income.43

Importantly, on heterogeneous sets of utility functions, the deprivation line yields
an imperfect identification of the poor. Although all non-deprived individuals are non-
poor, some deprived individuals are non-poor. This is illustrated in Figure 8. In the
figure, individuals 1 and 2 are both deprived in distribution y. Even if the incomes
of individuals 1 and 2 are below the deprivation line z(y), individual 1 is non-poor.
The reason is that she prefers her bundle to the poverty bundle, as revealed by her
indifference curve that passes above the poverty bundle.

Second, below the deprivation line, contributions only depend on own income.
This does not mean that relative income plays no role, but its role is limited to the
definition of the deprivation line. That is, relative income matters for deprivation
status, but does not matter for the comparison of two deprived individuals. Proposition
4 already shows that relative income does not matter for the contribution of absolutely
deprived individuals. Theorem 1 shows that, on UB, this irrelevance is extended to
only-relatively deprived individuals. The trade-offs associated to these poverty indexes
are illustrated by their common iso-deprivation map shown in Figure 9.44 The trade-
offs they make between own income and relative income are completely characterized.

43On UB , the strict monotonicity to own income when holding relative income constant constrains
the sensitivity to relative income. Graphically, the slope of the indifference curve passing through a
bundle cannot exceed the slope of the ray passing through the bundle and the origin.

44The indexes characterized in Theorem 1 are non-continuous at the deprivation line z∗. Recall
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Figure 8: The deprivation line yields an imperfect identification of the poor when
preferences are heterogeneous.
Both individuals 1 and 2 have their income below the deprivation line, but only individual 2 is poor.
The thick red curve is the deprivation line. Indifference curves are in blue. Relative income is constant
along the dashed black ray pointing to the origin.
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Figure 9: Iso-deprivation map for poverty indexes satisfying Domination and Weak
Pareto on UB.
Plain black curves are iso-deprivation curves. The thick red curve is the deprivation line.

Theorem 1.
The additive index PUB satisfies Domination and Weak Pareto if and only if PUB is
a hierarchical index with deprivation line z = z∗ and whose contribution function p is
such that for all (y, y), (y′, y′) ∈ Xz∗\XA

45

p(y, y) = p(y′, y′) when y = y′.

Proof. See Appendix 8.6. �

We provide an example of the indexes characterized in Theorem 1. The hierarchical
index PB is defined by the contribution function

pB(y, y) = e−
y
β (4)

that the contribution function of additive indexes is required to be continuous only on XQ(u). If the
contribution function is required to be continuous on the whole domain X, then the two axioms are
incompatible.

45Recall that, by definition, a hierarchical index also has for all (y, y), (y′, y′) ∈ XA that p(y, y) =
p(y′, y′) when y = y′.
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for all (y, y) ∈ Xz∗ and parameter β > 0. Observe that, the larger β, the closer is PB

to the head-count ratio for a given value of income standard.
Theorem 1 is rather surprising because the role attributed to relative income is

limited to the definition of the deprivation line. When comparing two only-relatively
deprived individuals, the one with the largest income contributes the least even if
the income standards of her society is much larger. The reason for this surprising
result is the very large set of utility functions considered. For any bundle between
the deprivation line and the subsistence line, there is a utility function in UB whose
indifference curve passing through the bundle is both flat for larger income standards
and passes below the poverty bundle.46 Hence, this surprising result holds because
some utility functions in UB are sensitive to relative income up to some level of income
standard and then suddenly become insensitive to relative income. In words, some
utility functions in UB have indifference curves that exhibit extremely large concavities.
As we next show, some of the strong implications of Theorem 1 do not hold when
bounding the concavity that iso-deprivation curves may exhibit.

4.3 Set of convex preferences

Let UC be the subset of utility functions in UB whose iso-deprivation curves are weakly
convex in the space of bundles. The set UC remains very large, and contains for
instance all utility functions uσ defined by Eq. (1).

Theorem 2 shows that indexes satisfying Domination and Weak Pareto on UC

have two properties. First, their deprivation line is again z∗, which we recall is the
upper-contour of the subsistence line za and a strongly relative line passing through
the poverty bundle. Again, the heterogeneity of UC implies that the deprivation
line imperfectly identifies the poor. Second, contributions for the absolutely deprived
only depend on own income, i.e. these indexes are hierarchical. Importantly, the
contributions of only-relatively deprived do depend on relative income, i.e. they are
strictly increasing in the income standard.47 The trade-offs associated to these indexes
are illustrated by their common iso-deprivation map shown in Figure 10.

Theorem 2.
The additive index PUC satisfies Domination and Weak Pareto if and only if PUC is
a hierarchical index with deprivation line z = z∗ and whose contribution function p is
such that for all (y, y), (y′, y′) ∈ Xz∗\XA

p(y, y) = p(y′, y′) when
y − za
y − ym =

y′ − za
y′ − ym .

Proof. See Appendix 8.7. �

The difference with Theorem 1 is that relative income now affects the contributions
of the only-relatively deprived. Here is the intuition for this difference. As explained
above, Weak Pareto requires that, at any bundle, the slopes of iso-deprivation curves
be less steep than the slopes of the indifference curves of individuals who are poor.
Now, deprived individuals are poor only if they prefer the poverty bundle over their

46See Figure 19 in Appendix 8.1 for an illustration.
47The indexes characterized in Theorem 2 are non-continuous at the deprivation line, but only on

the segment of the deprivation line that corresponds to the subsistence line za. Again, if we require the
contribution function to be continuous on the whole domain X, the two axioms become incompatible.
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Figure 10: Iso-deprivation map for poverty indexes satisfying Domination and Weak
Pareto on UC .
Plain black curves are iso-deprivation curves. The thick red curve is the deprivation line.

own bundle. Take any only-relatively deprived individual i consuming a bundle (yi, y).
Assume that her indifference curve passing through bundle (yi, y) has slope zero at
this bundle. This indifference curve must also be convex because her utility function
must be in the set UC . These two properties implies that this indifference curve is also
flat for smaller levels of income standards, and thus passes above the poverty bundle.
Hence, individual i is not poor at (yi, y) and therefore the slope of i’s indifference curve
through (yi, y) does not constrain iso-deprivation curves. More generally, any convex
indifference curve passing below the poverty bundle and then through (yi, y) cannot
become insensitive to relative income for income standards larger than y. As the proof
reveals, the iso-deprivation curves above za must be linear rays pointing to the poverty
bundle because Domination prevents the iso-deprivation curves to have a slope less
steep, while Weak Pareto prevents the iso-deprivation curves to have a steeper slope.

Interestingly, Decerf (2017) proposes a family of hierarchical indexes whose iso-
deprivation curves satisfy the constraints derived in Theorem 2. For a given deprivation
line z, index PC is defined by the following contribution function

pCαλ(yi, y) =


(

1− λ yi
za

)α
if yi < za,(

(1− λ)− (1− λ) yi−za
z(y)−za

)α
if za ≤ yi < z(y),

(5)

where α > 0 and λ ∈ (0, 1). The smaller is α, the closer PC is to the head-count
ratio. Parameter λ tunes the priority that is given to an absolutely deprived over
an only-relatively deprived (Decerf and Ferrando, 2021). The larger λ, the larger the
priority given to the absolutely deprived.

4.4 Set of preferences with limited sensitivity

Theorems 1 and 2 imply that the deprivation line is strongly relative beyond the
poverty bundle. This seems at odds with the result of Ravallion and Chen (2011),
which provides a justification for the use of weakly relative lines, i.e. relative lines
with an elasticity to the income standard that is less than one. These authors note
that poverty must be reduced when growth is equi-proportionate, i.e., when all in-
comes grow in the same proportion. Indeed, equi-proportionate growth makes every
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individual strictly better-off because own income increases while relative income is un-
changed. They formalize this insight in a Weak Relativity Axiom (WRA), which can
be expressed in our framework as follows.

Axiom 4 (Weak Relativity).
For all (y,u) ∈ XU and λ > 1, if y′ = λy and y` > 0 for some ` ∈ Q(y,u), then
PU(y′,u) < PU(y,u).

Ravallion and Chen (2011) show that any poverty measure based on the head-count
ratio violatesWeak Relativity when the deprivation line is strongly relative. Indeed, the
head-count ratio is unchanged when growth is equi-proportionate because the strongly
relative deprivation line grows in the same proportion as all incomes. They also show
that the issue is solved when using instead weakly relative lines. Now, our welfare-
consistency requirement is formalized by Weak Pareto. As shown in Proposition 5,
when considering fair additive indexes, Weak Pareto is a stronger requirement than
the WRA. In fact, the WRA is met as soon as iso-deprivation curves have a slope less
steep than linear rays pointing to the origin, whereas Weak Pareto requires that, at
least below za the iso-deprivation curves are flat.

Proposition 5.
Given any U ⊆ UB, if the fair additive index PU satisfies Weak Pareto, then PU also
satisfies Weak Relativity.

Proof. See Appendix 8.8. �

The reason why our stronger requirement does not rule out strongly relative lines
is that we allow the index to differ from the head-count ratio. Theorems 1 and 2 show
that, when the index is not constrained to be the head-count ratio, the WRA alone is
not a sufficient reason to reject the use of strongly relative lines.

As we show below, this does not mean that strongly relative lines should be used
when the index is not the head-count ratio. Our next result confirms the essence
of the argument by Ravallion and Chen (2011) against the use of strongly relative
lines. Indeed, the strongly relative line in Theorems 1 and 2 follows from the extreme
generality of the sets of utility functions considered. Crucially, these domains do not
limit the sensitivity to relative income. We next show that, for a set of preferences
for which such sensitivity is limited, our axioms imply the use of weakly relative lines.
Thus, the next result clarifies and strengthens the foundation for these deprivation
lines.

Let U σ̄ be the subset of utility functions uσ defined by Eq. (1) for which 0 < σ < σ̄
for some σ̄ > 0. The set U σ̄ does not contain self-centered preferences (because σ 6= 0)48
and limits the sensitivity to relative income (because σ < σ̄). The set U σ̄ is much less
general than UB and UC , but provides a workable illustrative example of the impact
of limiting this sensitivity.

48We exclude the case σ = 0 in order to show that our two axioms imply the use of hierarchical
indexes even in a framework where utility functions are strictly increasing in relative income.
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Theorem 3 shows that indexes satisfying Domination and Weak Pareto on U σ̄ have
the same properties as those satisfying these axioms on UC , but are based on a different
deprivation line. Their deprivation line is the upper-contour of the subsistence line za
and a weakly relative line (Ravallion and Chen, 2011) passing through the poverty
bundle. This deprivation line is defined by the following function

z∗∗(y) = max(za, R +Rσ̄y),

where R = za
1+σ̄ym

and is illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Iso-deprivation map for poverty indexes satisfying Domination and Weak
Pareto on U σ̄.
Plain black curves are iso-deprivation curves. The thick red curve is the deprivation line.

Theorem 3.
The additive index PU σ̄ satisfies Domination and Weak Pareto if and only if PU σ̄ is a
hierarchical index with deprivation line z = z∗∗ and whose contribution function p is
such that for all (y, y), (y′, y′) ∈ Xz∗∗\XA

p(y, y) = p(y′, y′) when
y − za
y − ym =

y′ − za
y′ − ym .

Proof. See Appendix 8.9. �

We emphasize the three interesting features of Theorem 3. First, our axioms imply
the use of weakly relative lines when the sensitivity to relative income is bounded
above. Indeed, we have R → 0 and Rσ̄ → za/y

m when σ̄ → ∞, which shows that
z∗∗ → z∗ as the upper bound σ̄ on the sensitivity to relative income increases. Hence,
on U σ̄, the deprivation line is weakly relative when this sensitivity is bounded above
(σ̄ ∈ R++) but strongly relative when this sensitivity has no upper-bound (σ̄ → ∞).
Second, under heterogeneous preferences, the deprivation line need not correspond to
an indifference curve. Indeed, there is no preference in U σ̄ that has an indifference
curve corresponding to the deprivation line z∗∗. This means that the deprivation line
does not provide the same utility in different societies. Instead, the deprivation line
defines an “objective” deprivation status, which is attached to all individuals who might
be poor, i.e. who might prefer the poverty bundle over their bundle for some plausible
preference. In all societies, individuals who are at (or above) the deprivation line are
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non-poor. Third, Theorem 3 shows that our two axioms imply the use of hierarchical
indexes even when utility is everywhere strictly increasing in relative income. Indeed,
all utility functions in U σ̄ are strictly increasing in relative income since σ > 0. In
fact, we could derive all our results while assuming that utility functions are strictly
increasing in relative income, at least if no lower bound is placed on the sensitivity to
relative income below za.

4.5 Discussion on our theoretical results

We have shown for several sets of utility functions that our fairness and welfare-
consistency properties completely characterize the trade-offs between own income and
relative income. If some characteristics of these trade-offs depend on the set of utility
function considered, some have more general validity. We summarize the latter for the
deprivation line and for the poverty index.

The deprivation line must be equal to the subsistence line in the case y ≤ ym,49
but the deprivation line is determined by the view of the poor individual who is the
most sensitive to relative income in the case y > ym. When the sensitivity to relative
income is bounded above, the deprivation line is a weakly relative line. These results
provide a deep foundation for the global lines proposed in the literature (Atkinson
and Bourguignon, 2001; Ravallion and Chen, 2011; Jolliffe and Prydz, 2017). On the
conceptual perspective, we show that the global line yields an imperfect identification
of the poor in the presence of heterogeneous preferences. The global line thus defines an
objective deprivation status, which does not perfectly coincide with the poverty status.
All individuals who could possibly be poor are deprived, but deprived individuals need
not be poor.

The poverty index adopts the trade-offs made by the poor who is the least sen-
sitive to relative income. This implies the use of hierarchical indexes, at least when
some individuals do not care about relative income when their income is below the
subsistence line.

Together, when relative income matters for individual welfare, the global line is
not an absolute line, and therefore cannot be the extreme line (Ferreira et al., 2016).
Instead, above some reference income standard ym, the global line becomes relative.
As a result, on top of absolute deprivation, a new type of deprivation is accounted
for: only-relative deprivation (see Figure 12). Our fairness and welfare-consistency
requirements imply that only-relatively deprived individuals contribute less to poverty
than absolutely deprived individuals.

5 Application to global poverty measurement
In this section, we show how to apply our theory to global income poverty measure-
ment. First, we show why the use of the head-count ratio is much less attractive in a
context for which both own income and relative income matter. We propose a simple
modification of the head-count ratio that resolves the issue. In the second part, using
data on poverty for the entire world, we empirically show which are the effects of this
change of index on global poverty evaluations.

49This is true for any set U that contains some preference that is not sensitive to relative income
below za, i.e., any U such that U ∩ U∗ 6= ∅.
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Figure 12: Beyond ym, the deprivation line becomes relative, which generates a
second “only-relative” deprivation status.

5.1 The hierarchical head-count ratio

In this section, we propose a theoretical argument in favor of replacing the head-count
ratio by another index that we call the hierarchical head-count ratio.

Last section provides the foundation for the use of hierarchical indexes when mea-
suring global income poverty. However, the indexes that are standardly used in applica-
tions are not hierarchical. The most prominent among these indexes is the head-count
ratio, which measures the fraction of individuals whose income is below the deprivation
line.

The head-count ratio is, strictly speaking, not a hierarchical index because its
contribution function is not strictly decreasing in own income. This limitation has
been known since at least Sen (1976). However, the head-count ratio is still widely
used, which reveals that this limitation has not been considered a sufficient reason
to discard it. One key reason is that, although the head-count ratio is not strictly
monotonic in income, it is strictly reduced when poor individuals escape poverty. In
that sense, the head-count ratio satisfies a minimal welfare-consistency property.

Our theory reveals that, in our framework, the head-count ratio no longer satisfies
this minimal welfare-consistency property. Under heterogeneous preferences, this index
is not necessarily reduced when poor individuals escape poverty. This serious limitation
of the head-count ratio is illustrated in Figure 13. Individual ` is poor in distribution
y, but non-poor in distribution y′ as revealed by her indifference curve through the
poverty bundle. However, because ` earns an income below the deprivation line in
both distributions, her contribution to the head-count ratio does not change. Hence,
the head-count ratio does not record a progress when ` escapes poverty.

In our framework, the head-count ratio does not measure the fraction of poor but
rather the fraction of deprived individuals. Above the reference income standard ym,
the head-count ratio can be decomposed as

H(y) = HA(y) +HR(y), (6)

where HA(y) and HR(y) respectively denote the fraction of absolutely deprived and
only-relatively deprived individuals. This decomposition reveals that the head-count
ratio is not reduced when an absolutely deprived becomes only-relatively deprived.
However, although all absolutely deprived are poor beyond ym, it is not necessarily
the case of all only-relatively deprived. Hence, an individual escaping absolute depri-
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Figure 13: The head-count ratio is not reduced when individual ` escapes poverty.
The thick red curve is the deprivation line. The plain blue curve is an indifference curve.

vation may in fact escape poverty. The two different deprivation statuses are thus not
equivalent from a poverty identification perspective.

Formally, the head-count ratio violates Minimal Pareto. This minimal welfare-
consistency property is a weakening of Weak Pareto. For poverty to be reduced,
Minimal Pareto adds the precondition that a poor individual escapes poverty and
earns an income above the subsistence line.

Axiom 5 (Minimal Pareto).
For all (y,u), (y′,u) ∈ XU such that n(y) = n(y′), if ui(y′i, y′) ≥ ui(yi, y) for all
i ∈ N(y), y′j ≥ y′ for all j /∈ Q(y,u) and there is some ` ∈ Q(y,u) for whom
` /∈ Q(y′,u) and y′` > za, then PU(y′,u) < PU(y,u).

Since Minimal Pareto is a weakening of Weak Pareto, all indexes characterized in
Theorems 1, 2 and 3 satisfy this property on their respective sets of utility functions.
However, Theorem 4 shows that the head-count ratio violates Minimal Pareto on
heterogeneous sets of utility functions. Hence, the “last defense” in favor of this index
crumbles in our setting: not only is the head-count ratio not monotonic, but it is not
even minimally welfare-consistent.

Theorem 4.
On any heterogeneous U ⊆ UB, the head-count ratio below the deprivation line z with
Xz = XQ(U) violates Minimal Pareto.

Proof. See Appendix 8.10. �

In order to address the issue highlighted by Theorem 4, we propose to use instead
an alternative index, which could replace the head-count ratio for global poverty mea-
surement. The centrality of the head-count ratio in applications owes much to its
simple interpretation. For this reason, our alternative index is a simple modification
of the head-count ratio, which adapts this index to our framework. We call this alter-
native index the hierarchical head-count ratio. Letting Xz = XQ(U), this index
is the sum of the fraction of absolutely deprived and the fraction of only-relatively
deprived, multiplied by an endogenous weight:

HH(y) = HA(y) + ω(y)HR(y), (7)
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where the endogenous weight ω(y) ∈ [0, 1] has the following linear expression

ω(y) =
z(y)− ŷR
z(y)− za

and where ŷR =
1

n(y)HR(y)

∑
i∈NR(y)

yi,

i.e. ŷR is the average income among only-relatively deprived, whose set is denoted by
NR(y). The closer the average income among only-relatively deprived is to za (resp.
z(y)), the closer their weight is to one (resp. zero). Contrasting Eq. (6) and (7) reveals
that

HA(y) = HH(y) = H(y) if y ≤ ym,

HA(y) ≤ HH(y) ≤ H(y) if y > ym.

Any absolutely deprived contributes one to the HH, whereas any only-relatively de-
prived contributes between zero and one, as a function of her income gaps to the
absolute line and the deprivation line

pHH(yi, y) =


1 if yi < za,

z(y)−yi
z(y)−za if za ≤ yi < z(y).

The endogenous weight ω(y) ∈ [0, 1] is thus the average contribution among the only-
relatively deprived.

The HH corresponds to the index PC for α = 1 and λ = 0, which are values for
which PC is not hierarchical because the contribution of the absolutely deprived is
not strictly decreasing in own income. Thus, HH is on the frontier of hierarchical
indexes and its iso-deprivation curves between the two thresholds correspond to those
associated to indexes characterized in Theorem 2 for domain UC . Crucially, the HH
satisfies Minimal Pareto on any subset of UC .50

Proposition 6.
On any U ⊆ UC, the hierarchical head-count ratio below the deprivation line z with
Xz = XQ(U) satisfies Minimal Pareto.

Proof. See Appendix 8.11. �

We emphasize that Proposition 6 does not state thatHH is fully welfare-consistent.
This proposition merely states that HH is reduced when an only-deprived individual
escapes poverty. This does not necessarily imply that her contribution to HH falls to
zero. Indeed, deprived individuals contribute positively to HH even when they are
non-poor. There is a “price to pay” for using a fair additive index. No fair additive
index is fully welfare-consistent when preferences are heterogeneous. The key message
of Proposition 6 is that, in contrast to H, HH is minimally welfare-consistent and
thus grants a minimal role to preferences.

50Index HH need not satisfy Minimal Pareto on sets not included in UC . We do not view this as
a serious shortcoming, as UC is our preferred set among our three sets of preferences.
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The HH index can be considered a mere adaptation of the head-count ratio to
our framework. The reason is that this index can be related to the fraction of poor
individuals when individual utility functions are not known. For some belief that an
observer may hold w.r.t. the distribution of utility functions, she interprets HH(y)
as the expected fraction of poor. Consider a setting for which income distributions are
observed but profiles of utility functions are not observable. Individual utility functions
are distributed i.i.d in some set U .51 Each individual i draws ui in U according to some
probability measure P : F → [0, 1], where F is a sigma-algebra on U .52

Proposition 7.
Consider any σ̄ ∈ [0,∞). There exist a sigma-algebra F on U σ̄ and a probability
measure P∗ : F → [0, 1] such that

HH(y) = E∗
(
q(y,u)

n(y)

)
for all y ∈ Y n with y ≥ ym,

where q(y,u) denotes the number of poor individuals and E∗ is the expectation operator
under P∗.

Proof. See Appendix 8.12. �

Of course, the mathematical expression of the index corresponding to the expected
fraction of poor depends on the probability distribution considered. In general, the
hierarchical head-count ratio corresponds to the expected fraction of poor under some
linearity condition. The intuition is easily grasped. The contribution to HH of a
non-deprived individual is equal to zero, which is also the probability that she is poor.
The contribution to HH of an absolutely deprived is equal to one, which is also the
probability that she is poor, at least beyond ym. The contribution to HH of an only-
relatively deprived increases linearly from zero to one as her income decreases from
the deprivation line to the absolute line. Her contribution to HH is thus equal to
the probability that she is poor under the assumption that this probability increases
linearly between zero and one as her income decreases from the deprivation line to the
absolute line.

Proposition 7 relates to a strain of research on the uncertain identification of the
poor. The literature on fuzzy poverty measures starts from the assumption that the
line lies in some income range, but its exact value is not precisely known (Cerioli and
Zani, 1990). One possible reason is that people have different perceptions about what
constitutes poverty (Zheng, 2015). Proposition 7 has strong similarities with that
approach if we assume that the individual utility functions are not precisely known.
Indeed, all individuals below the deprivation line contribute positively even if they
might not be poor.53 Relatedly, in the context of global poverty measurement under a
common welfare function, Ravallion and Chen (2017) observe that the exact shape of

51That is, individual utility functions are drawn independently from the bundles consumed and
independently from all other individuals’ utility functions.

52F is thus a set of subsets of U that contains U and is closed under complements and countable
unions; the probability measure satisfies P(U) = 1, P(∅) = 0 and is additive over countable collections
of pairwise disjoint elements of F .

53Our results are conceptually different because we investigate the trade-offs between own income
and relative income. Also, the trade-offs that we characterize do not depend on a probability distri-
bution on individual preferences.
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the deprivation line depends on the definition of this common welfare function. How-
ever, this common welfare function is not precisely known, and thus the deprivation
line is not precisely known either. As a result, for income standards larger than ym, the
deprivation line must be in an income range bounded below by the absolute line and
bounded above by some income level associated to the maximal sensitivity to relative
income. This implies two bounds on the fraction of poor individuals. Again, our results
have strong similarities with their approach if we assume that individual preferences
are not precisely known. Under this assumption, the fraction of poor individuals is
between the fraction of absolutely deprived and the fraction of deprived.

5.2 Empirical results

In this section, we apply our minimally welfare-consistent index to measure global
poverty from 1999 to 2015. We show how the evolution and distribution of global
poverty is affected when we replace the head-count ratio by the hierarchical head-
count ratio. Besides the theoretical arguments to move away from the head-count
ratio, ultimately this change of index would be justified only if it significantly affects
the measurement of global poverty.

Data and parameters

Our source of data is PovcalNet,54 an online tool of the World Bank whose main goal is
to replicate the Bank’s poverty estimations. PovcalNet offers income or consumption
data from more than 1,500 household surveys across more than 160 countries in the
world.

Our empirical analysis focuses on global and regional poverty estimates. Thus, for
these global or regional aggregations, we estimate poverty for reference-years. These
reference-years are defined by the World Bank to perform multi-country aggregations
aligning survey estimates from different years.55 We use data from 1999 to 2015, the
most recent reference-year available.56 Our data set includes 166 countries.57 One
of the main advantages of PovcalNet is that it provides poverty estimates that are
internationally comparable. In order to allow for cross-country comparisons, the World
Bank translates the survey data using the 2011 PPP exchange rates for household
consumption from the International Comparison Program.

54PovcalNet: the on-line tool for poverty measurement developed by
the Development Research Group of the World Bank can be found in:
http://iresearch.worldbank.org/PovcalNet/povOnDemand.aspx. The data was retrieved in April
2021.

55The reference years available between 1999 and 2018 are: 1999, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2010, 2011,
2012, 2013 and 2015.

56The reason that we take 1999 as our base year is that, before 1999, we have HH = H in several
populous countries because these countries still had income standards below ym.

57China, India and Indonesia have data for rural and urban areas separately. Thus, we have
169 units in total. A few countries do not have data for all reference-years. These countries are
Kosovo (missing data in reference-year 1999), Nauru (missing data before reference-year 2005), So-
malia (missing data before reference-year 2011), South Sudan (missing data before reference-year
2008), Timor-Leste (missing data in reference-year 1999), Venezuela (missing data in reference-year
2015). Our results are robust to excluding this set of countries.
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To estimate the hierarchical head-count ratio we need to select a deprivation line.
We take the Societal line, whose shape has been estimated by Jolliffe and Prydz (2021)
from regressions of 699 national (poverty) lines against median income.58 This Societal
line corresponds to the upper-contour of an absolute line za and a weakly relative line.
The absolute line is set at $1.9 per person per day, in 2011 PPP. This has been the
official extreme line of the World Bank since 2015 (Ferreira et al., 2016). The weakly
relative line has an intercept of 1 per day and a relative gradient of 50 percent of
median national income or consumption. In our theory, the Societal line corresponds
to the following reference poverty bundle: (za, y

m) = (1.9, 1.8). Observe that this
reference poverty bundle violates our restriction that requires ym ≥ za.59 Even though
this deprivation line is inconsistent with our theory, we use it in the empirical section
given that the World Bank has adopted it. Recall that our main objective for this
section is to illustrate the impact of replacing the head-count ratio by the hierarchical
head-count ratio.

HH: endogenous weight

We first provide some empirical insights on the hierarchical head-count ratio (HH).
As seen in Equation (7), the hierarchical head-count ratio can be decomposed as the
sum of the fraction of absolutely deprived (HA) and the fraction of only-relatively de-
prived, multiplied by an endogenous weight ω(y). This weight determines the average
contribution to poverty of only-relatively deprived individuals. Figure 14 plots the
median endogenous weight by country as a function of the median ratio of the weakly
relative line to the absolute line z(y)

za
. We observe that for most countries, the endoge-

nous weight lies between 0.23 and 0.55.60 This implies that the median contribution
to poverty of the average only-relatively deprived individual is approximately between
one fourth and one half of the contribution of an absolutely deprived individual.

Moreover, we observe that the endogenous weight is negatively correlated with the
ratio of deprivation lines z(y)

za
. If we assume a linear relationship, a one unit increase in

the ratio of deprivation lines generates an expected decrease in the endogenous weight
of 0.00 units.61 Thus, the endogenous weight is larger for lower income countries.
Specifically, for those low income countries with a ratio of deprivation lines above but
close to 1, the endogenous weight is close to 0.5.62 This can be explained intuitively.
In those countries, the relative line is very close to the absolute line. As a result,
the density function of the income distribution is close to being constant in the small
interval between lines. In other words, the distribution of individual incomes between
za and z(y) is close to being uniform. Then, the average income for the only-relatively
deprived is ŷR ≈ za+z(y)

2
, which yields ω(y) ≈ 0.5 when za ≈ z(y).

58The latest report from the World Bank estimates the societal poverty, which corresponds to the
head-count ratio below the upper-contour of the extreme line and the societal line (World Bank,
2018). Using the same set of global lines, we will compare the results of our proposed index against
the societal poverty head-count ratio.

59As ym < za, the Societal line would consider that those who live in a hypothetical society where
everyone earns an income equal to the extreme line are socially excluded.

60The only exception is Azerbaijan, whose median endogenous weight is 0.12.
61If we allow for a non-linear relationship, at the average median ratio of deprivation lines, that is

when the ratio takes value 13.35, a one unit increase generates an expected decrease in the endogenous
weight of 0.02 units.

62There are 42 out of 169 countries with a median ratio of lines between 1 and 1.5. The median
endogenous weight for these countries lies between 0.47 and 0.55.
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On the other hand, the weight is smaller for richer countries. Thus, the incomes of
the only-relatively deprived in richer countries are on average proportionally closer to
the relative line (than to the fixed absolute line) than in low income countries. That
is, the density function on the interval [za, z(y)] is smaller for values close to za and
larger for values close to z(y).

The results summarized in Figure 14 help understand the reason that, when ag-
gregating global poverty (see below), HH is about halfway between H and HA. The
reason is that deprivation is concentrated in highly populated developing countries
such as India and Indonesia, where the endogenous weight is close to 0.5.
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Figure 14: Endogenous weight as a function of the ratio of deprivation lines.

Notes: The graph plots the median endogenous weight ω as a function of the median ratio between the
weakly relative line and the absolute line by country. We only consider country-year pairs with z(y) ≥
za. The following countries with a median ratio of deprivation lines below 1 are excluded: Burundi,
Central African Republic, Democratic Republic of Congo, Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique, and
Rwanda. The relationship between z(y)

za
and ω(y) is clearly not linear. For the sake of simplicity, we

fit a linear model to estimate the association. See footnote 61 for a non-linear estimate.

Country cases: illustrative examples

We begin our analysis with two examples at the country level that illustrate the impact
of switching the poverty index from the head-count ratio (H) to the hierarchical head-
count ratio (HH).

Figure 15a shows the evolution of poverty for urban China relative to 1999, as
captured by the share of absolute deprivation (HA), H and HH. We first observe that
urban China has experienced a very large reduction in absolute deprivation over 1999-
2015. Thus, many absolutely deprived individuals became only-relatively deprived, an
evolution not captured by H. As a consequence, HH has decreased considerably more
than H: While H has declined by only 33%, HH has declined by more than 60%.
Second, Figure 15b shows how the relation between the three measures evolves over
time. In 1999, HH was halfway between H and HA, whereas HH comes closer to HA

in 2015. The reason for this is that the endogenous weight was 0.5 in 1999, but only
0.37 in 2015. This illustrates that, as a society gets more developed, the replacement
of H by HH makes a larger difference.
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Figure 15: Evolution of poverty in urban China

Notes: The graphs plot the evolution of poverty in urban China for all single years over 1999-2015.

Our next example shows how cross-country poverty comparisons can differ when
measuring poverty using HH instead of H. Table 1 compares Chile and rural India
in 2015. Rural India has a considerably lower income per capita than Chile. Rural
India also has lower inequality, and H is about twice as large in rural India as in Chile.
However, virtually all the deprived individuals are only-relatively deprived in Chile,
whereas about half of the deprived individuals are absolutely deprived in rural India.
As a result, HH is not twice but four times as large in rural India as in Chile. (The
smaller endogenous weight in Chile also plays a role.)

Table 1: Poverty in Chile and rural India. 2015.

H HH HA ω Mean inc. Gini Pop.
(PPP$) (million)

Chile 18.1 6.3 0.3 0.34 698 44.4 18
Rural India 35.1 25.8 16.7 0.49 108 31.1 881

Notes: Mean income per capita is expressed in PPP$ per month.

Global poverty: trends and distribution

We turn now to study how global poverty is affected when we move from the head-
count ratio (H) to the hierarchical head-count ratio (HH).

We first analyze the trends in global poverty according to these two indexes, and
the share of absolutely deprived individuals (HA). Figure 16 shows that HH decreases
by 48% between 1999 and 2015, while H decreases by “only” 32% over the same period
(see also Table 2 in Appendix 8.13). The main reason for this difference is that the
sharp decrease in HA over 1999-2015, which amounts to 64%, has a stronger effect
on HH than on H. Indeed, HH systematically decreases when an individual leaves
absolute deprivation, while H is unchanged if the individual becomes only-relatively
deprived. Thus, this difference comes from the fact that HH satisfies the minimal
welfare-consistency property while H does not.

Turning the focus to regional poverty, we show that the proposed adoption of HH
also affects the distribution of global poverty across regions. Figure 17 displays the
regional distribution of global poverty for the three indexes in 2015. We highlight
two major differences in the current distribution of poverty across regions. First, the
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Figure 16: Evolution of poverty. 1999-2015.

Note: The graph plots the evolution of poverty relative to 1999 for all reference-years until 2015. It
includes all countries with available information in each reference-year. See footnote 57 for list of
countries with missing information in given reference years.

share of global poverty in East Asia & Pacific is considerably smaller for HH than for
H. In 2015, this region concentrates 18% of global poverty according to HH while it
concentrates 25% of global poverty according to H. Second, Sub-Saharan Africa has
a considerably larger share of global poverty according to HH than according to H.
In 2015, this region concentrates the largest share of global poverty according to HH,
amounting to 36%, while it is the third region in terms of poverty share according to
H (24 %).

Again, this major shift in the distribution of global poverty from East Asia & Pacific
to Sub-Saharan African (when replacing H by HH) is to a large extent explained by
the distribution of absolute deprivation. In 2015, only 6% of the world’s absolute
deprived live in East Asia & Pacific while Sub-Saharan Africa hosts almost 60% of the
world’s absolutely deprived.

6 Relationship with the capability approach
We assume that an individual is poor when she is worse-off than at the poverty bundle.
In this section, we show that our poverty identification based on a reference bundle is
equivalent to identifying the poor based on a reference capability (Sen, 1985b).

Our framework builds on the theoretical foundations provided by Ravallion (2020)
for global income poverty measurement.63 As we build on Ravallion (2020), our
premises are slightly different from those of the approach of Atkinson and Bourguignon
(2001).64

63Unlike Ravallion (2020), who surveys some of the major issues in global poverty measurement,
we ignore here important problems associated to prices and individual characteristics other than
preferences.

64As explained by Ravallion (2020), Atkinson and Bourguignon (2001) take a non-welfarist approach
that does not consider the trade-offs that individuals make between different functionings. Instead,
their approach respects the functioning that is deemed relevant in a given society, without demanding
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Figure 17: Distribution of poverty by region. 2015.

Notes: The graph plots the contribution to global poverty for each of the following regions: East Asia
& Pacific (EAR), Europe & Central Asia (ECS), Latin America & Caribbean (LCN), Middle East &
North Africa (MEA), North America (NAC), South Asia (SAS), and Sub-Saharan Africa (SSF).

Sen argues that the space in which individual welfare should be measured is the
space of functionings and capabilities. Functionings are, loosely speaking, what a per-
son can do and be. In turn, capabilities are sets of functioning vectors, i.e. opportunity
sets in the space of functionings.

After Atkinson and Bourguignon (2001), two major functionings are deemed key
for the measurement of global income poverty. First is subsistence, which is typically
implemented through nutritional status. In a first approximation, the real cost of
reaching a given level of calories does not evolve with a society’s income standard.
Hence, the larger an individual’s income, the higher the number of calories she can
purchase, independently of her society’s income standard. Second is social inclusion,
which can be achieved through the consumption of clothing and housing, as well as
food diets.65 The level of social participation that a given bundle of goods provides
depends on the society’s income standard. Typically, the larger the income standard,
the smaller the level of social participation that an individual can reach with fixed
income.

Let f = (f1, f2) denote a vector of functionings, where the first component is the

welfare-consistency.
65As discussed by Ravallion (2020), food consumption can also play a role in social inclusion. Poor

individuals do not systematically consume the cheapest calories.
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level of nutrition and the second component is the level of social participation. To be
sure, each of these components reflects a continuous score on its associated functioning,
and not a binary status. Individual i’s budget set in the space of functionings B(yi, y),
i.e. her capability, depends on her income yi and the income standard y in her society.
This capability is the set of functioning vectors she can potentially achieve. Given this
capability B(yi, y), the vector of functionings she achieves f ∗i (yi, y) depends on her
expenditure choices. Individual i could achieve a relatively high level of nutrition if
she spends large amounts on cheap calories. Alternatively, she could reach a relatively
high level of social participation is she spends large amounts on clothes and housing,
or expensive calories.

The expenditure choices of i depend on her primal utility function wi(fi), which
captures the trade-off she makes between different functionings. We extend the theo-
retical framework laid out in Ravallion (2020) by allowing this primal utility function
to be individual specific, whereas he assumes this function to be stable and inter-
personally comparable. We argue that this extension is called for when individuals
with the same capability select different expenditure patterns, thereby revealing the
different trade-offs they make between nutrition and social participation.

The primal utility function implies that

f ∗i (yi, y) = arg max
fi∈B(yi,y)

wi(fi).

Our analysis based on utility functions ui is bridged to the primal utility function wi
when

ui(yi, y) = wi(f
∗
i (yi, y)).

In our extended framework, we do not assume comparability of the primal util-
ity function across individuals. Rather, interpersonal comparisons emerge from the
poverty bundle. Our approach based on a reference poverty bundle (za, y

m) is equiv-
alent to the selection of a reference capability B(za, y

m). Individual i is poor if her
capability B(yi, y) does not allow reaching the level of primal welfare that she could
reach under the reference capability B(za, y

m). Hence, individual i is poor if her ca-
pability B(yi, y) does not contain a vector of functionings that provides her a level of
welfare as large as f ∗i (za, y

m), i.e. if

wi(f
∗
i (yi, y)) < wi(f

∗
i (za, y

m)).

Observe that two individuals i and j who have different primal utility functions wi and
wj have different reference vectors of functionings, i.e. f ∗i (za, y

m) 6= f ∗j (za, y
m). How-

ever, when wi = wj, as assumed by Ravallion (2020), we have f ∗i (za, y
m) = f ∗j (za, y

m).
In that case, assuming a reference poverty bundle (za, y

m), i.e. assuming a reference
capability, is the same as assuming a reference vector of functioning f ∗, as he proceeds.

7 Concluding remarks
Our paper leaves several questions unanswered and additional research is called for.
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First, the poverty bundle is taken to be exogeneously chosen by some social planner.
Although such exogeneity is sufficient to provide the foundations for global lines of the
“societal” type, it implies that our theory cannot pin down the exact design of the global
line. Thus, the construction of a fair and welfare-consistent global poverty measure
requires bringing together the insights of our results with those of the literature on
global lines (Ravallion, 2020), as we attempted in Section 5. Also, we interpret the
first component of the poverty bundle as the subsistence line. Our results do not
depend on such interpretation and one could use different procedures for defining this
minimal own income threshold in practice. One possibility is to define it from national
(poverty) lines in low-income countries (Ravallion et al., 2009; Ferreira et al., 2016).
Another is to define it from the expenditures necessary to satisfy a vector of human
basic needs (Allen, 2017; Moatsos, 2020). Our theory does not shed light on which
procedure to follow.

Second, our results rule out the use of classical poverty indexes in our framework,
but do not pin down a unique index to replace them. We argue that the hierarchical
head-count ratio would be a natural candidate to replace the head-count ratio in
applications. Indeed, this index strikes a good compromise between simplicity and
having desirable properties. However, this is a mere proposal and the selection of the
ideal index for our framework remains an open question.

Third, we motivate our paper based on global income poverty measurement. More
generally, our theory would be relevant for any country or entity concerned with both
subsistence and social inclusion, e.g. the European Union (European Commission,
2015).

Our paper proposes monitoring poverty with a measure making a particular com-
bination of absolute and relative aspects of income poverty. This measure differs from
alternative indicators that the World Bank (2018) uses to monitor progress, such as the
extreme head-count ratio, the Societal measure, and the shared prosperity (SP) indi-
cators. First, our measure lies between the extreme measure and the Societal measure,
at least in our empirical illustration. Like the extreme measure, our measure is re-
duced when individuals exit extreme deprivation. Hence, income growth of extremely
deprived individuals is always desirable. This is different from the Societal measure,
which is not reduced when extremely deprived individuals become only-relatively de-
prived. Now, unlike the extreme measure and like the Societal measure, our measure
accounts for individuals who are only-relatively deprived. Our measure is increased
when their relative income decreases. Hence, a growth process in which the incomes
of those who are only-relatively deprived do not grow as fast as the incomes of non-
deprived individuals is undesirable. This is different from the extreme measure that
ignores the fate of only-relatively deprived individuals.

Second, our measure differs from the shared prosperity (SP) indicators of the World
Bank. The main SP indicator measures the average income growth among the bottom
40% individuals. It is complemented by the SP premium, which compares this growth
with the average income growth in the population. Clearly, the main SP indicator is
not affected by changes in inequality, which is why the SP premium offers a useful
complementary perspective. The main difference between our indicator and the SP
indicators is likely conceptual. Our indicator ties income to the subsistence and social
participation functionings. In other words, income is valued for its instrumental role.
This seems in contrast with the SP indicators, which seem to attribute an intrinsic
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value to income.66

66Our poverty measure records deprivation as long as there are individuals whose income is not
sufficient for subsistence or for social inclusion. Hence, our measure is affected by growth in the
incomes at the bottom of the distribution only when there are relatively (or extremely) deprived
individuals. In contrast, the share prosperity indicator always attribute an intrinsic value to the
growth in income of the bottom 40% individuals (main SP indicator), especially so when these
individuals catch up with the top 60% individuals (secondary SP indicator). Both of these indicators
value the incomes of the bottom 40% individuals, regardless of standards of living and inequality.
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8 Appendix

8.1 A few useful Lemmas

Lemmas on bundles and distributions

Lemma 2.
Given any U ⊆ UB, for all (y, y) ∈ X with y ≥ y we have (y, y) /∈ XQ(U).

Proof. We have u(za, za) ≥ u(za, y
m) for all u ∈ U because utility functions are weakly

decreasing in the income standard when holding own income constant, while ym ≥ za.
We have u(y, y) ≥ u(za, za) for all u ∈ U because utility functions are strictly increasing
in own income when holding relative income constant, while y ≥ za. Together, we
have u(y, y) ≥ u(za, y

m) and thus u(y, y) ≥ u(za, y
m) for all u ∈ U , because y ≥ y, the

desired result. �

Lemma 3.
Given any U ⊆ UB, for all y ≥ ym we have ( za

ym
y, y) /∈ XQ(U).

Proof. Let λ = y/ym, which is such that λ ≥ 1. Since utility is strictly increasing in
own income when holding relative income constant, we have u(λza, λy

m) > u(za, y
m)

for all u ∈ U . This shows that u( y
ym
za,

y
ym
ym) > u(za, y

m) for all u ∈ U and thus
( za
ym
y, y) /∈ XQ(U). �

Lemma 4.
Given any U ⊆ UB, for any n ∈ {3, 4, . . . }, y ≥ 0 and y ≥ za such that (y, y) ∈ XQ(U),
there exists some y ∈ Y n with y = y such that (yi, y) = (y, y) for some i ∈ N(y) and
(yj, y) = (y`, y) /∈ XQ(U) for all j, ` ∈ N(y)\{i}.

Proof. Consider the case for which median income is the summary statistic. The
distribution y = (y, y, . . . , y) ∈ Y n has the desired properties because bundle (y, y) /∈
XQ(U) by Lemma 2.

Consider the case for which mean income is the summary statistic. We show that
for y′ = y + (y − y)/(n − 1) the distribution y = (y, y′, . . . , y′) ∈ Y n has the desired
properties. By construction, we have y = y, (y1, y) = (y, y) and (yj, y) = (y′, y) for all
j ∈ N(y)\{1}. We have y ≤ y because (y, y) ∈ XQ(U) (Lemma 2). As y ≤ y, we have
y′ ≥ y, which implies that (yj, y) /∈ XQ(U) by Lemma 2. �

Lemmas on implications of the axioms

Lemma 5.
Given any U ⊆ UB, any fair additive index PU satisfying Weak Pareto and any two
bundles (y, y), (y′, y′) ∈ X with y ≤ y′, if there exists some u ∈ U such that (y, y) ∈
XQ(u) and u(y′, y′) ≥ u(y, y), then p(y′, y′) ≤ p(y, y). If in addition u(y′, y′) > u(y, y),
then p(y′, y′) < p(y, y).

Proof. Let λ = y′/y, which is such that λ ≥ 1. First, we consider the case y′ ≤ λy.
By Lemma 4, there exist some y,y′ ∈ Y 3 such that y = y, y′ = y′, (y1, y) = (y, y),

(y′1, y
′) = (y′, y′), (y2, y) = (y3, y) /∈ XQ(U) and (y′2, y

′) = (y′3, y
′) /∈ XQ(U). Since a

fair additive index has Xz ⊆ XQ(U), we have by Lemma 2 that (yi, y), (y′i, y
′) /∈ Xz

for all i ∈ {2, 3}, which implies p(yi, y) = p(y′i, y
′) = 0.
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We show that u′(yi, y) ≤ u′(y′i, y
′) for all i ∈ {2, 3} and all u′ ∈ U . When median

income is the summary statistic, the construction of y and y′ is such that (y′i, y
′) =

(λyi, λy) for all i ∈ {2, 3}, which yields the result since λ ≥ 1. When mean income
is the summary statistic, the construction of y and y′ is such that y′i ≥ λyi for all
i ∈ {2, 3} because y′1 ≤ λy1 and y′ = λy, which yields the result since λ ≥ 1.

As by assumption u(y1, y) ≤ u(y′1, y
′), Weak Pareto implies that P (y,u) ≥ P (y′,u)

for u = (u, u, u) ∈ U3. Recalling that p(yi, y) = p(y′i, y
′) = 0 for all i ∈ {2, 3},

P (y,u) ≥ P (y′,u) implies that p(y1, y) ≥ p(y′1, y
′). If in addition u(y1, y) < u(y′1, y

′),
then Weak Pareto implies P (y,u) > P (y′,u) and thus p(y1, y) > p(y′1, y

′), the desired
result.

There remains the case y′ > λy. Let λ′ = y′/y, which is such that λ′ > λ, and let
y′′ = λ′y. The construction of (y′, y′′) = (λ′y, λ′y) is such that for any u ∈ U we have
u(y′, y′′) > u(y, y) because λ′ > 1. As y′ = λ′y, we get from the reasoning above that
p(y′, y′′) < p(y, y). Since p is weakly increasing in its second argument, this implies
p(y′, y′) < p(y, y), the desired result. �

Lemma 6.
Given any U ⊆ UB, any fair additive index PU satisfying Weak Pareto has Xz =
XQ(U).

Proof. Assume to the contrary that Xz 6= XQ(U). By definition of a fair additive
index we must have Xz ⊆ XQ(U), which then implies that there exists some (y, y) ∈
XQ(U) for which p(y, y) = 0. As (y, y) ∈ XQ(U), there exists some u′ ∈ U such
that (y, y) ∈ XQ(u′). For any λ > 1, we have that bundle (λy, λy) ∈ X is such that
u′(λy, λy) > u′(y, y). As P satisfies Weak Pareto, Lemma 5 implies that p(λy, λy) <
p(y, y), a contradiction to p(y, y) = 0 since 0 is the minimal value that p can take. �

Lemmas on existence of specific utility functions

Lemma 7.
For all (y, y) ∈ XQ(UB)\XA, there exists a utility function uσ (defined in Eq. (1))
such that uσ(y, y) < uσ(za, y

m).

Proof. This is a direct implication of Lemma 8 if there exists a bundle (y′, y′) ∈
XQ(UB) for which y′ > ym and y′ < y − (y − y′) y−za

y−ym . Bundle (y′, y′) = (y/2, y) has
the desired properties. �

Lemma 8.
For all (y, y) ∈ XQ(UB)\XA and all (y′, y′) ∈ XQ(UB) with y′ > ym and y′ < y− (y−
y′) y−za

y−ym , there exists a utility function uσ (defined in Eq. (1)) such that uσ(y′, y′) <

uσ(y, y) < uσ(za, y
m).

Proof. The proof is by construction. In Step 1, we construct a particular indifference
curve that passes through bundle (y, y), below the poverty bundle (za, y

m) and above
bundle (y′, y′). In Step 2, we find the value of σ ≥ 0 for which uσ has one of its
indifference curve that corresponds to the indifference curve constructed in the first
step. If it is the case, we have indeed uσ(y′, y′) < uσ(y, y) < uσ(za, y

m).
Step 1. The construction of the indifference curve is illustrated in Figure 18. Con-

sider the bundle (y′′, ym) ∈ XA defined as

y′′ = max

(
y′ − (y′ − ym)

y − za
y − ym ,

1

2

(
za +

y

y
ym
))

.
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Let s = y−y′′
y−ym and R = y − sy. Observe that we have s > 0 because y ≥ za > y′′ and

y > ym.67 We also have R > 0 because y′′ ≥ 1
2

(
za + y

y
ym
)
implies y′′ > y

y
ym.68 The

indifference curve is defined by the function w : R+ → R++, which is

w(y′) = R + sy′. (8)

This indifference curve passes through (y, y) since w(y) = y. This indifference curve
passes through (y′′, ym) since w(ym) = y′′.

We show that the indifference curve passes below the poverty bundle (za, y
m). As

w(ym) = y′′, we must show that y′′ < za. In the case y′′ = y′− (y′− ym) y−za
y−ym , we have

y′′ < za because y′ < y − (y − y′) y−za
y−ym . In the case y′′ = 1

2
(za + y

y
ym), we have y′′ < za

because y
y
ym < za.69

Finally, we show that the indifference curve passes above bundle (y′, y′). We must
show w(y′) > y′, where by definition of R we have w(y′) = y − s(y − y′). In the case
y′′ = y′ − (y′ − ym) y−za

y−ym , we have y − s(y − y′) > y′ because y′ < y − (y − y′) y−za
y−ym

and y′ > ym. In the case y′′ = 1
2
(za + y

y
ym), we have by definition of y′′ that y′′ ≥

y′−(y′−ym) y−za
y−ym and the argument for the previous case implies that y−s(y−y′) > y′

since s is decreasing in y′′.

yi

b

ymza

by

za
ym y

R

slope y−za
y−ym

slope s

slope y
y

slope za
ym

b

y

poverty
bundle

y′′
b

y′

za

(y′, y′)

Figure 18: Construction of the indifference curve w (in blue) passing through bundle
(y, y), for the case y′′ = y′ − (y′ − ym) y−za

y−ym .

Step 2. We show that for σ = s/R, we have uσ(w(y′), y′) = uσ(w(y′′), y′′) for all
y′, y′′ ∈ [za,∞). By Eq. (1), we get

uσ(w(y′), w(y′)/y′) = −
(

1

R + sy′
+

s/R

(R + sy′)/y′

)
,

= −1/R,

67We have y ≥ za because (y, y) /∈ XA. We have y′′ < za when y′′ = y′ − (y′ − ym) y−zay−ym because

y′ < y − (y − y′) y−zay−ym . We have y′′ < za when y′′ = 1
2

(
za + y

yy
m
)

because y
yy

m < za when

(y, y) ∈ XQ(UB)\XA. We have y > ym as (y, y) ∈ XQ(UB)\XA.
68 Inequality y′′ ≥ 1

2

(
za + y

yy
m
)

implies y′′ > y
yy

m when we have za > y
yy

m, which we prove

here. Lemma 3 implies that we have ( zaym y, y) /∈ XQ(UB). Therefore, we must have y < za
ym y because

(y, y) ∈ XQ(UB) and utility functions are increasing in own income, as desired.
69Inequality y

yy
m < za is proved in Footnote 68.
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which is independent on y′, the desired result. �

Lemma 9.
For all (y, y) ∈ XQ(UB)\XA, there exists a utility function u ∈ UB such that (y, y) ∈
XQ(u) and u(y, y′) = u(y, y) for all y′ ≥ y.

Proof. The proof is by construction. In Step 1, we construct a particular indifference
curve that passes through bundle (y, y), below the poverty bundle (za, y

m) and that
is flat beyond (y, y). In Step 2, we construct a utility function u ∈ UB that has one
of its indifference curve that corresponds to the indifference curve constructed in the
first step. If it is the case, we have indeed that (y, y) ∈ XQ(u) and u(y, y′) = u(y, y)
for all y′ ≥ y.

Step 1. The construction of the indifference curve is illustrated in Figure 19. Take
any s ∈

(
y−za
y−ym ,

y
y

)
and let R = y − sy.70 Observe that we have s > 0 because y ≥ za

as (y, y) /∈ XA. We also have R > 0 because s < y/y. The indifference curve is defined
by the function w′ : R+ → R++, which is

w′(y′) =


R + sy′ if y′ < y,

R + sy if y′ ≥ y.
(9)

This indifference curve passes through (y, y) since w′(y) = y. This indifference curve
passes below the poverty bundle since w′(ym) < za because s > y−za

y−ym . This indifference
curve is flat beyond (y, y) because w′ is constant for all y′ ≥ y.

yi

za

y

b

ymza

by

R

slope y−za
y−ym

slope s

slope y
y

z

y

Figure 19: Construction of the indifference curve w′ (in blue) passing through bundle
(y′, y).

Step 2. We construct a utility function u ∈ UB such that u(w′(y′), y′) = u(w′(y′′), y′′)
for all y′, y′′ ∈ [za,∞). The utility function u is defined for all (y′, y′) ∈ X as

u(y′, y′) =
y′

w′(y′)
. (10)

70As y < za
ym y = z∗(y), we have that y−za

y−ym < y
y .
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The construction is such that u(w′(y′), y′) = u(w′(y′′), y′′) for all y′, y′′ ∈ [za,∞). There
remains to show that u ∈ UB. First, u is continuous because w′ is continuous. Then,
u is strictly increasing in own income. Also, u is weakly decreasing in the income
standard because w′ is a weakly increasing function. Finally, we must show that u is
strictly increasing in own income when holding relative income constant. For all y′ ≥ y,
this follows from the fact that u is strictly increasing in own income, because then u is
independent on relative income. For y′ < y, we can rewrite u(y′, y′) = 1

R
y′+

s
y′/y′

, which

shows that u has the required property. �

Proof for Proposition 1

Take any additive index P : X → R, where we omit subscript U .
The proof of Proposition 1 has three steps. In Step 1, we show that index P sat-

isfies Domination only if it is independent of the particular preference profile u. In
Step 2, we show that index P satisfies Domination only if its contribution function is
constant on X\XQ(U) and weakly decreasing in own income on XQ(U). In Step 3,
we construct a particular function z and show that PU satisfies Domination only if it
satisfies the definition of a fair additive index.

Step 1. P satisfies Domination only if for all (y,u) ∈ X

P (y,u) =
1

n(y)

n(y)∑
i=1

p(yi, y), (11)

where function p : X → R is well-defined on X and continuous on XQ(U).
Being additive, P is defined by Eq. (2) as

P (y,u) =
1

n(y)

n(y)∑
i=1

pui(yi, y),

where for every u ∈ U , pu : X → R is well-defined on X and continuous on XQ(u).
First, we show that the contribution function p : X × U → R such that p :

(y, y, u) 7→ pu(y, y) is independent of u. Suppose, to the contrary, that there exist
u, u′ ∈ U such that, for some (y, y) ∈ X, pu(y, y) 6= pu′(y, y). Without loss of generality
we may construct (y,u), (y,u′) ∈ X such that y has y1 = y and y = y and such that
u1 = u, u′1 = u′ and uj = u′j for all j ∈ N(y) \ {1}. By Eq. (2), we have P (y,u) 6=
P (y,u′). By Domination we have P (y,u′) ≤ P (y,u) and also P (y,u) ≤ P (y,u′),71
so P (y,u) = P (y,u′), yielding the desired contradiction. We therefore have a unique
contribution function p : X → R, which is well-defined on X.

Second, we show that the function p : X → R is continuous on XQ(U). For any
bundle (y, y) ∈ XQ(U) there exists some u ∈ U such that (y, y) ∈ XQ(u). But pu is
continuous on XQ(u) and p = pu, so p is continuous at (y, y).

Step 2. P satisfies Domination only if for all (y,u) ∈ X

P (y,u) = p(za, za) +
1

n(y)

∑
i∈Q∗(y)

p′(yi, y) (12)

71The condition holds trivially, as y′ = y.
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where Q∗(y) = {i ∈ N(y)|(yi, y) ∈ XQ(U)} and p′ : X → R is well-defined on X
and continuous on XQ(U). Moreover, p′ is weakly decreasing in its first argument on
XQ(U) and p′(yi, y) ≥ 0 for all i ∈ Q∗(y).

It will prove useful to define a function ẑ : [za,∞)→ R+ such that

ẑ(y) = sup{y ≥ 0|u(za, y
m) = u(y, y) for some u ∈ U}.

Observe that Xẑ = XQ(U), as (y, y) ∈ XQ(U) if and only if y < ẑ(y).
First, we show that p(y, y) = p(za, za) for all y ≥ za. For any y ≥ za and for

any n ∈ N, consider the distributions za = (za, . . . , za) ∈ Y n and y = (y, . . . , y) ∈
Y n. Observe that za = za and y = y whether the income standard is the mean
or median. By Lemma 2, (za, za), (y, y) /∈ XQ(U), which by definition means that
(za, za), (y, y) /∈ XQ(u) for all u ∈ U . It follows from Domination that P (za,u) ≤
P (y,u) and P (y,u) ≤ P (za,u), so P (za,u) = P (y,u) for all u ∈ Un. But by Eq.
(11), P (za,u) = p(za, za) and P (y,u) = p(y, y), so p(y, y) = p(za, za) as required.

We now establish Eq. (12) for the two alternative income standards, median income
and mean income, in turn.

• Median income.

We first show that p(y, y) = p(za, za) for all (y, y) ∈ X\XQ(U).

For any (y, y) ∈ X\XQ(U), we have p(y, y) = p(za, za) as established above
because y ≥ za by the definition of X.

Consider the distributions y,y′ ∈ Y 3 such that y = (y, y, y) and y′ = (y, y, y).
Note that y = y′ = y. By Eq. (11), we have that P (y,u) = 1

3
p(y, y) + 2

3
p(y, y)

while P (y′,u) = p(y, y) for all u ∈ U3. Meanwhile, Q(y,u′′) = Q(y′,u′′) = ∅ for
all u′′ ∈ U3, which implies for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and all u ∈ U that (yi, y), (y′i, y

′) /∈
XQ(u). So, by Domination, P (y,u) = P (y′,u) for all u ∈ U3. It follows that
p(y, y) = p(y, y) = p(za, za), as required.

Now, considering any (y,u) ∈ X ,72

P (y,u) =
1

n(y)

n(y)∑
i=1

p(yi, y) = p(za, za) +
1

n(y)

n(y)∑
i=1

(p(yi, y)− p(za, za))

= p(za, za) +
1

n(y)

∑
i∈Q∗(y)

p′(yi, y),

where p′(y, y) = p(y, y) − p(za, za) inherits continuity on XQ(U) from p and is
zero on X\XQ(U).

• Mean income.

We first show, for all (y, y) ∈ X\XQ(U), that

p(y, y) = α(y)(y − y) + p(za, za) (13)

for some continuous function α : [za,∞)→ R.
72Recall that Q∗(y) = {i ∈ N(y)|(yi, y) ∈ XQ(U)}.
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We start by showing Eq. (13) for an arbitrary level of income standard y ∈
[za,∞). We derive a contradiction if there exists no α̂ = α(y) ∈ R such that Eq.
(13) holds. Under this contradiction assumption, there must exist δ > 0 and two
income levels y, y′ ∈ [ẑ(y),∞) for which73

p(y + δ, y)− p(y, y) 6= p(y′ + δ, y)− p(y′, y). (14)

Consider any two distributions y,y′ ∈ Y n such that y = y′ = y, y1 = y + δ,
y2 = y′, y′1 = y, y′2 = y′ + δ, and yj = y′j for all j ∈ {3, . . . , n}. Since y ≥ ẑ(y),
y′ ≥ ẑ(y) and δ > 0, bundles (y, y), (y+δ, y), (y′, y), (y′+δ, y) are all inX\XQ(U).
Therefore, Domination implies for all u ∈ Un that P (y,u) = P (y′,u). Using
Eq. (11), we get

p(y + δ, y) + p(y′, y) = p(y′ + δ, y) + p(y, y),

a contradiction to Eq. (14).
There remains to show that function α is continuous. Assume to the contrary
that α is discontinuous at some level of income standard y∗ ∈ [ẑ(y),∞). For
the two income levels yp = ẑ(y∗)/2 and yr = 2y∗ − yp, which are such that
yp < ẑ(y∗) and yr > y∗, consider the income distribution y = (yp, yr). By
construction, we have y = y∗. First, consider the case for which p(yr, y∗) <
limε→0 p(y

r, y∗ + ε) for ε > 0. For some γ > 0, consider the income distribution
yγ = (yp +γ, yr), which is such that yγ = y∗+γ/2. For γ small enough, we have
bundle (yp+γ, y∗+γ/2) in XQ(U) and bundle (yr, y∗+γ/2) in X\XQ(U). Also,
the monotonicity properties of utility functions imply that u(yp + γ, y∗+ γ/2) >
u(yp, y∗) for all u ∈ UB because the relative income of the former bundle is
larger. Therefore, Domination implies for all u ∈ U2 that P (y,u) ≥ P (yγ,u)
for all γ > 0 sufficiently small, which by Eq. (11) means

p(yp, y∗) + p(yr, y∗) ≥ p(yp + γ, y∗ + γ/2) + p(yr, y∗ + γ/2). (15)

However, since (yp, y∗), (yp+γ, y∗+γ/2) ∈ XQ(U), the continuity of p on XQ(U)
implies that limγ→0 p(y

p + γ, y∗+ γ/2) = p(yp, y∗). This leads to a contradiction
to Eq. (15) because this case is such that p(yr, y∗) < limγ→0 p(y

r, y∗+γ/2). The
proof for the case p(yr, y∗) > limε→0 p(y

r, y∗ + ε) for ε > 0 is based on another
distribution yγ constructed as yγ = (yp − γ, yr + 2γ). As the reasoning is very
similar (the main difference being the direction of inequalities) we do not develop
this case. Finally, the cases for which the discontinuity of function α at y∗ comes
“from the left” use the same reasoning. This proves that α is continuous, and
Eq. (13) holds.
We use Eq. (13) in order to prove Eq. (12). Let p′ : X → R be defined for all
(y, y) ∈ X as

p′(y, y) = p(y, y)−
(
α(y)(y − y) + p(za, za)

)
,

where function p′ is continuous on XQ(U) because function α is continuous and
function p is continuous onXQ(U). Letting P ′(y,u) =

∑n(y)
i=1 p

′(y, y), we get from
the definition of p′ that P ′(y,u) = P (y,u) − p(za, za) because

∑
i(yi − y) = 0

when the income standard is mean income. The definition of p′ together with
Eq. (13) implies that p′(y, y) = 0 for all (y, y) ∈ X\XQ(U), which shows that
p′(yi, y) = 0 for all i ∈ N(y)\Q∗(y). Together, we obtain Eq. (12).

73Any income level y′′ < ẑ(y) is such that (y′′, y) /∈ X\XQ(U).
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There remains to show that p′ is weakly decreasing in its first argument on XQ(U)
and p′(yi, y) ≥ 0 for all i ∈ Q∗(y). Take any (y, y) ∈ XQ(U) and any δ′ ∈ [0, y − y].74
Consider the two distributions, with three individuals each, y′ = (y, y, y+(y−y)) and
yδ
′
= (y+δ′, y, y+(y−y)−δ′). By construction, we have y′ = yδ

′
= y. By construction,

we also have that y′3 ≥ y and yδ′3 ≥ y, implying by Lemma 2 that (y′3, y
′), (yδ

′
3 , y

δ′) /∈
XQ(U). Therefore, Domination implies that P (y′,u) ≥ P (yδ

′
,u) for all u. Therefore,

Eq. (12) implies that p′(y, y) ≥ p′(y + δ′, y) when δ′ ∈ [0, y − y]. This proves that p′
is weakly decreasing in its first argument on XQ(U) because last statement holds in
particular when δ′ ∈ [0, ẑ(y) − y) since ẑ(y) ≤ y and Xẑ = XQ(U). Also, p′(y, y) = 0
when δ′ ∈ [ẑ(y) − y, y − y], because this case is such that (y + δ′, y) /∈ XQ(U), which
implies that p(y + δ′, y) = p(za, za). Together, this implies that p′(yi, y) ≥ 0 for all
i ∈ Q∗(y) because p′(y, y) ≥ p′(y + δ′, y) when δ′ ∈ [0, y − y].

Step 3. PU satisfies Domination only if it satisfies the definition of a fair additive
index

We construct a continuous function z : [za,∞)→ R+ for which function p′ defined
in Step 2 satisfies the definition of a fair additive index. Let z be defined as

z(y) = min{y ∈ [0, ẑ(y)]|p′(y, y) = 0},

where we remind that p′(ẑ(y), y) = 0 for all y ≥ za and function p′ is continuous
on XQ(U). Function z is well-defined because (A) function ẑ is well-defined and (B)
function p′ is continuous in its first argument for all y ∈ [0, ẑ(y)).

The definition of z is such that Xz ⊆ Xẑ, which implies Xz ⊆ XQ(U).
Function z is continuous because (A’) function ẑ is continuous75 and (B’) function

p′ is continuous on XQ(U).
In the special case that p′(y, y) = 0 for all (y, y) ∈ X, we have z(y) = 0 for all

y ≥ za and Xz = ∅, implying that all the necessary properties are trivially satisfied.
There remains the case for which Xz 6= ∅. Function p′ is continuous on Xz because

Step 2 shows that p′ is continuous on XQ(U) and Xz ⊆ XQ(U). Function p′ is weakly
decreasing in its first argument on Xz because Step 2 shows that p′ has this property
on XQ(U). Then, the definition of z implies that p′(y, y) = 0 when y ≥ z(y) and
p′(y, y) > 0 when y < z(y). This implies that p′(y, y) = 0 for all (y, y) ∈ X\Xz and
p′(y, y) > 0 for all (y, y) ∈ Xz.

There remains to show that p′ is weakly increasing in its second argument on Xz.
Assume to the contrary that there are two bundles (y, y), (y, y′) ∈ Xz with y < y′ such
that p′(y, y) > p′(y, y′). By Lemma 4, there exist two distributions y,y′ ∈ Y 3 such
that y = y, y′ = y′, (y1, y) = (y, y), (y′1, y

′) = (y, y′), (y2, y) = (y3, y) /∈ XQ(U) and
(y′2, y

′) = (y′3, y
′) /∈ XQ(U). As Xz ⊆ XQ(U), we have p′(yi, y) = p′(y′i, y

′) = 0 for all
i ∈ {2, 3}. Then, Eq. (12) implies that P (y,u) > P (y′,u) for all u ∈ U3 because
by assumption p′(y1, y) > p′(y′1, y

′). This is in contradiction to Domination, which
implies P (y,u) ≤ P (y′,u) for all u ∈ U3. The reason is that for all u ∈ U3, we have
2, 3 /∈ Q(y,u) and 2, 3 /∈ Q(y′,u).76 The construction of bundles (y1, y) and (y′1, y

′)

74Lemma 2 implies that y < y for all (y, y) ∈ XQ(U) because utility functions are monotonic in
their first argument.

75For all y ≥ za we have ẑ(y) = sup{k ≥ 0|u(za, y
m) = u(k, y) for some u ∈ U)} and all functions

u ∈ U are continuous.
76We have 2, 3 /∈ Q(y,u) and 2, 3 /∈ Q(y′,u) because (y2, y) = (y3, y) /∈ XQ(U) and (y′2, y

′) =
(y′3, y

′) /∈ XQ(U).
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then implies that Q(y,u) ⊆ Q(y′,u) for all u ∈ U3.77 Finally, as utility functions are
weakly decreasing in the income standard, we have u(y1, y) ≥ u(y′1, y

′) for all u ∈ U ,
showing that all the preconditions for Domination are met.

8.2 Proof of Proposition 2

⇒. We show that any P satisfying the two axioms has the required properties.

By Proposition 1, P satisfies Domination only if P is a fair additive index. As
P satisfies Pareto, P also satisfies Weak Pareto.78 By Lemma 6, we have Xz =
XQ({u}) = XQ(u).

There remains to show that u(y′, y′) ≥ u(y, y)⇔ p(y′, y′) ≤ p(y, y) for all (y, y), (y′, y′) ∈
Xz. As u represents a complete ordering on Xz, we only need to show that for all
(y, y), (y′, y′) ∈ Xz, u(y′, y′) = u(y, y) ⇒ p(y′, y′) = p(y, y) and u(y′, y′) > u(y, y) ⇒
p(y′, y′) < p(y, y).

We start by showing that for any two (y, y), (y′, y′) ∈ Xz we have u(y′, y′) =
u(y, y)⇒ p(y′, y′) = p(y, y). By Lemma 4, there exist some y,y′ ∈ Y 3 such that y = y,
y′ = y′, (y1, y) = (y, y), (y′1, y

′) = (y′, y′) and (yi, y), (y′i, y
′) /∈ XQ(u) for all i ∈ {2, 3}.

By construction, Domination implies P (y,u) ≥ P (y′,u) and P (y,u) ≤ P (y′,u),
showing that P (y,u) = P (y′,u), because 2, 3 /∈ Q(y′,u) and u(y′, y′) = u(y, y). As
Xz = XQ(u), we have (yi, y), (y′i, y

′) /∈ Xz and thus p(yi, y) = p(y′i, y
′) = 0 for all

i ∈ {2, 3}. Therefore, P (y,u) = P (y′,u) implies p(y1, y) = p(y′1, y
′) because P is a

fair additive index, the desired result.
We then show that for any two (y, y), (y′, y′) ∈ Xz we have u(y′, y′) > u(y, y) ⇒

p(y′, y′) < p(y, y). Take any bundle (y′′, y′′) ∈ Xz such that y′′ > y and u(y′′, y′′) =
u(y′, y′). By transitivity, we also have u(y′′, y′′) > u(y, y). As P satisfies Weak Pareto,
Lemma 5 implies that p(y′′, y′′) < p(y, y′). Since u(y′′, y′′) = u(y′, y′), we must have
p(y′′, y′′) = p(y′, y′), which shows that p(y′, y′) < p(y, y), the desired result.

⇐. We show that P satisfies the two axioms.

Domination: Take any (y,u), (y′,u′) ∈ X{u} that satisfy the preconditions under
which Domination implies P (y′,u′) ≤ P (y,u). On {u}, we have u = u′ = (u, . . . , u).
In order to prove P (y′,u′) ≤ P (y,u), we show that p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y) for all i ∈ N(y′).

First, consider any i ∈ N(y′)\Q(y′,u′). Since Xz = XQ(u) we have that (y′i, y
′) /∈

Xz. Then, the definition of a fair additive index implies that p(y′i, y′) = 0. This implies
p(y′i, y

′) ≤ p(yi, y) since p(yi, y) ≥ 0 by the definition of a fair additive index.
Second, consider any i ∈ Q(y′,u′). The preconditions of Domination implies

that u(y′i, y
′) ≥ u(yi, y). In turn, this shows that i ∈ Q(y,u). Therefore, we have

that (yi, y), (y′i, y
′) ∈ Xz because Xz = XQ(u). This yields the result as u(y′i, y

′) ≥
u(yi, y)⇒ p(y′i, y

′) ≤ p(yi, y) when (yi, y), (y′i, y
′) ∈ Xz.

77If (y1, y) ∈ XQ(u1), then (y′1, y
′) ∈ XQ(u1) because y1 = y′1, y < y′ and u1 is weakly decreasing

in the income standard.
78Weak Pareto is a weakening of Pareto that we define in Section 3.3. We prove in Lemma 6 that

a fair additive index that satisfies Weak Pareto has Xz = XQ(U). This is thus obviously also the
case of a fair additive index that satisfies Pareto. We allow ourselves to already reference Lemma 6
in order to avoid duplicating the argument.
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Pareto: Take any (y,u), (y′,u) ∈ X{u} that satisfy the preconditions under which
Pareto implies P (y′,u) ≤ P (y,u). On {u}, we have u = u′ = (u, . . . , u). We show
that p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y) for all i ∈ N(y′).

First, consider any i ∈ N(y′)\Q(y′,u). The argument is the same as that given in
the proof of Domination.

Second, consider any i ∈ Q(y′,u). The preconditions of Pareto imply that u(y′i, y
′) ≥

u(yi, y). The argument is the same as that given in the proof of Domination.
Take any (y,u), (y′,u) ∈ X{u} that satisfy the preconditions under which Pareto

implies P (y′,u) < P (y,u). Following the same argument, we have that p(y′i, y′) ≤
p(yi, y) for all i ∈ N(y) = N(y′). In addition, we have u`(y′`, y′) > u`(y`, y) for
some ` ∈ Q(y,u). We must show that p`(y′`, y′) < p`(y`, y). As ` ∈ Q(y,u), we
have (y`, y) ∈ Xz as Xz = XQ(u) and thus p(y`, y) > 0. If (y′`, y

′) /∈ Xz, then
p(y′`, y

′) = 0, which yields the result. Otherwise (y′`, y
′) ∈ Xz, and we then have

u(y′`, y
′) > u(y`, y)⇒ p(y′`, y

′) < p(yi, y) because (y`, y), (y′`, y
′) ∈ Xz.

8.3 Proof of Proposition 3

As set U is heterogeneous, there exist two u, u′ ∈ U and some (y, y) with y ≥ ym

such that (y, y) ∈ XQ(u) and (y, y) /∈ XQ(u′). As P satisfies Domination, P is a fair
additive index. As P satisfies Pareto, P satisfies Weak Pareto.79 By Lemma 6, we
have Xz = XQ(U). Therefore, (y, y) ∈ Xz because (y, y) ∈ XQ(u).

By Lemma 4, there exist some y,y′ ∈ Y 3 such that y = y, y′ = ym, (y1, y) = (y, y),
(y′1, y

′) = (za, y
m), (y2, y) = (y3, y) /∈ XQ(U) and (y′2, y

′) = (y′3, y
′) /∈ XQ(U). Since

Xz = XQ(U), we have by construction of y′ that (y′i, y
′) /∈ Xz for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, which

implies for a fair additive index that P (y′,u) = k̂ for all u ∈ U3. By construction, we
have (y1, y) ∈ Xz, which implies that p(y1, y) > 0 and so P (y,u) > k̂ for all u ∈ U3.
Together, this implies P (y′,u) < P (y,u) for all u ∈ U3.

If we have u′(yi, y) ≥ u′(y′i, y
′) for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then Pareto implies that

P (y′,u′) ≥ P (y,u′) for u′ = (u′, u′, u′) ∈ U3, the desired contradiction. We have
u′(y1, y) ≥ u′(y′1, y

′) because (y′1, y
′) = (za, y

m) and (y1, y) /∈ XQ(u′). In order to show
u′(yi, y) ≥ u′(y′i, y

′) for all i ∈ {2, 3}, we show that both their own income and their
relative income is weakly larger under y than under y′. When the income standard is
median income, we have (yi, y) = (y, y) and (y′i, y

′) = (ym, ym) for all i ∈ {2, 3}. This
yields the result since y ≥ ym. We turn to the case for which the income standard is
mean income. Letting λ = y/ym, we have λ ≥ 1. We must have z(λym) ≤ λza because
Xz = XQ(U) and u(λza, λy

m) ≥ u(za, y
m) for all u ∈ U . Therefore, we get y1 < λy′1

because y1 < z(y) and z(y) ≤ λy′1 (recall that y = λym and y′1 = za). Since y1 < λy′1,
we must have yi > λy′i for all i ∈ {2, 3} because y = λy′, y2 = y3 and y′2 = y′3. This
yields the result since λ ≥ 1.

8.4 Proof of Lemma 1

First, we show that there is some j ∈ N(y) whose relative income is not larger in y

than in y′, i.e. yj
y
≤ y′j

y′ . Consider the case for which the income standard is measured

79Weak Pareto is a weakening of Pareto that we define in Section 3.3. Again, we allow ourselves
to already reference Lemma 6 in order to avoid duplicating the argument.
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through median income. Assume for simplicity that the number of individuals n(y) is
odd.80 As y < y′, more than half of the individuals earn an income no larger than y in
distribution y, while more than half of the individuals earn an income no smaller than
y′ in distribution y′. Therefore, there must be an individual j with yj ≤ y < y′ ≤ y′j,
as desired. Then, consider the case for which the income standard is measured through
mean income. If we had yi

y
>

y′i
y′ for all i ∈ N(y), then the fact that y < y′ implies

that 1
n(y)

∑
i
y′i
y′ < 1 because the definition of mean income implies 1

n(y)

∑
i
yi
y

= 1, a
contradiction to the definition of mean income, which implies 1

n(y)

∑
i y
′
i = y′.

Second, we show that individual j also has a strictly smaller income in y than in
y′. We have yj < y′j, because

yj
y
≤ y′j

y′ and y < y′.
The monotonicity properties of utility functions then imply that uj(yj, yj/y) <

uj(y
′
j, y
′
j/y
′) because uj ∈ UB, the desired result.

8.5 Proof of Proposition 4

By Proposition 1, P satisfies Domination only if P is a fair additive index. By Lemma
6, any fair additive index that satisfies Weak Pareto is such that Xz = XQ(U).

First, assume to the contrary that p is not strictly decreasing in its first argument
on Xz. As P is a fair additive index, p is weakly decreasing in its first argument on Xz.
Thus the contradiction assumption implies there exist two bundles (y, y), (y′, y) ∈ Xz

with 0 < y < y′ < z(y) such that p(y, y) = p(y′, y). As (y, y) ∈ XQ(U), there exists
some u′ ∈ U such that (y, y) ∈ XQ(u′). Let λ′ = y′/y, which is such that λ′ > 1,
and let y′ = λ′y. Bundle (y′, y′) = (λ′y, λ′y) is such that u′(y′, y′) > u′(y, y) because
λ′ > 1. As P satisfies Weak Pareto, Lemma 5 implies that p(y′, y′) < p(y, y). Since p
is weakly increasing in its second argument and y′ ≥ y, this implies p(y′, y) < p(y, y),
the desired result.

There remains to show that for all (y, y), (y, y′) ∈ XA∩Xz we have p(y, y) = p(y, y′).
By assumption, there exists some u′ ∈ U ∩ U∗. Since u′ ∈ U∗, we have XA = XQ(u′).
Therefore, we have XA ⊆ Xz. Consider the contradiction assumption that for y ∈
[0, za) and y < y′ we have p(y, y) 6= p(y, y′). Since P is a fair additive index, p is weakly
increasing in its second argument, and thus we must have p(y, y) < p(y, y′). Since
u′ ∈ U∗, we have (y, y) ∈ XQ(u′) and u′(y, y) = u′(y, y′). As P satisfies Weak Pareto,
Lemma 5 implies that p(y, y) ≥ p(y, y′) because y < y′, the desired contradiction.

8.6 Proof of Theorem 1

⇒. We show that any P satisfying these two axioms has the required properties.

As the self-centered preference u0 ∈ UB, we have U∗∩UB 6= ∅. By Proposition 4, if
P satisfies Domination and Weak Pareto, then P is a hierarchical index. By definition
of a hierarchical index, we have Xz = XQ(UB).

We show that Xz = Xz∗ , i.e. z(y) = z∗(y) for all y ≥ za.
80The argument is the same if n(y) is even, but is less easily exposed.
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We first show that z(y) = za for all y ≤ ym. Take any y ≤ ym. We must have
z(y) ≥ za because XA ⊆ Xz as u0 ∈ UB and XQ(u0) = XA. Also, we have (za, y) /∈
XQ(UB) because individual utility is weakly decreasing in the income standard, i.e.
u(za, y) ≥ u(za, y

m) for all u ∈ UB. This implies that z(y) ≤ za becauseXz = XQ(UB).
Together, we have z(y) = za.

We then show that z(y) = za
ym
y for all y > ym. Take any y > ym. We start by

showing that z(y) ≤ za
ym
y. As Xz = XQ(UB), we must have z(y) ≤ y′ for all y′ such

that (y′, y) /∈ XQ(UB). By Lemma 3, we have ( za
ym
y, y) /∈ XQ(UB), which implies

z(y) ≤ za
ym
y. We turn to showing that z(y) ≥ za

ym
y. Lemma 7 shows that for all

own income y ∈ [za,
za
ym
y) there exists some uσ such that uσ(y, y) < uσ(za, y

m). As
uσ ∈ UB, we have (y, y) ∈ XQ(UB) for all y ∈ [za,

za
ym
y). Thus, z(y) ≥ za

ym
y because

Xz = XQ(UB). Together, we have shown that z(y) = za
ym
y and therefore z(y) = z∗(y)

for all y ≥ za.
There remains to show that the contribution function p has the required properties.

Assume to the contrary that there are two bundles (y, y), (y, y′) ∈ Xz\XA with y < y′

such that p(y, y) 6= p(y, y′). As p is weakly increasing in the income standard, this
implies that p(y, y) < p(y, y′). By Lemma 9, there exists a preference u′ ∈ UB such
that (y, y) ∈ XQ(u′) and u′(y, y′) = u′(y, y). As y < y′ and P is a fair additive
index satisfying Weak Pareto, Lemma 5 implies that p(y, y) ≥ p(y, y′), the desired
contradiction.

⇐. We show that P satisfies the two axioms.

Domination: Take any (y,u), (y′,u′) ∈ XUB that satisfy the preconditions under
which Domination implies P (y′,u′) ≤ P (y,u). In order to prove P (y′,u′) ≤ P (y,u),
we show that p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y) for all i ∈ N(y′).

Take any i ∈ N(y′) for whom (y′i, y
′) /∈ Xz. Since P is a fair additive index, we

have p(y′i, y′) = 0 and thus p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y).
Take any i ∈ N(y′) for whom (y′i, y

′) ∈ Xz. We show that y′i ≥ yi and (yi, y), (y′i, y
′) ∈

Xz, which implies p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y) by the properties of p. First, we show that
(yi, y) ∈ Xz. As Xz = XQ(UB), there exists some u′ ∈ UB such that (y′i, y

′) ∈ XQ(u′).
Hence, we have i ∈ Q(y′,u′) when u′i = u′. Therefore, the precondition of Domina-
tion requires that u′(y′i, y′) ≥ u′(yi, y), which implies that (yi, y) ∈ XQ(u′) and thus
(yi, y) ∈ Xz. There remains to show that y′i ≥ yi. Assume to the contrary that yi > y′i.
As yi > y′i and (yi, y) ∈ Xz, we also have (y′i, y) ∈ Xz. By Lemma 9, there exists some
u ∈ UB such that u(y′i, y

′) = u(y′i, y) and (y′i, y
′) ∈ XQ(u). Since yi > y′i, we must have

u(y′i, y
′) < u(yi, y). This is a contradiction to the precondition of Domination because

i ∈ Q(y′,u′′) when u′′i = u′′, the desired result.

Weak Pareto: Take any (y,u), (y′,u) ∈ XUB that satisfy the preconditions under
which Weak Pareto implies P (y′,u) ≤ P (y,u). We show that p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y) for
all i ∈ N(y′).

Take any i ∈ N(y′) for whom (y′i, y
′) /∈ Xz. Since P is a fair additive index, we

have p(y′i, y′) = 0 and thus p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y).
Take any i ∈ N(y′) for whom (y′i, y

′) ∈ Xz. First, we show this case is such that
(yi, y) ∈ Xz. Indeed, if (yi, y) /∈ Xz, then i /∈ Q(y,u) and the precondition of Weak
Pareto requires y′i ≥ y′. This implies in turn that (y′i, y

′) /∈ XQ(UB) (Lemma 2), a
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contradiction to (y′i, y
′) ∈ Xz. Now, the other precondition of Weak Pareto requires

that ui(y′i, y′) ≥ ui(yi, y) for all i ∈ N(y). This implies that y ≤ y′ (Lemma 1).
The two inequalities y ≤ y′ and ui(y

′
i, y
′) ≥ ui(yi, y) together imply that y′i ≥ yi

because individual utility functions are weakly decreasing in the income standard. As
(yi, y), (y′i, y

′) ∈ Xz and y′i ≥ yi, the properties of p yield p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y), the desired
result.

Take any (y,u), (y′,u) ∈ XUB that satisfy the preconditions under which Weak
Pareto implies P (y′,u) < P (y,u). Following the same argument, we have that y ≤ y′

and p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y) for all i ∈ N(y) = N(y′). In addition, the preconditions require
u`(y

′
`, y
′) > u`(y`, y) for some ` ∈ Q(y,u), for whom (y`, y) ∈ Xz. The two inequalities

y ≤ y′ and u`(y′`, y′) > u`(y`, y) together imply that y′` > y` because individual utility
functions are weakly decreasing in the income standard. As p is strictly decreasing in
its first argument on Xz, we get p(y′`, y′) < p(y`, y), the desired result.

8.7 Proof of Theorem 2

⇒. We show that any P satisfying these two axioms has the required properties.

As the self-centered preference u0 ∈ UC , we have U∗∩UC 6= ∅. By Proposition 4, if
P satisfies Domination and Weak Pareto, then P is a hierarchical index. By definition
of a hierarchical index, we have Xz = XQ(UC).

Since u0, uσ ∈ UC , the proof that Xz = Xz∗ , i.e. z(y) = z∗(y) for all y ≥ za, is the
same as that presented in Theorem 1.

There remains to show that for all (y, y), (y′, y′) ∈ Xz∗\XA with y−za
y−ym = y′−za

y′−ym

we have p(y, y) = p(y′, y′). Assume to the contrary that there are two bundles
(y, y), (y′, y′) ∈ Xz∗\XA with y−za

y−ym = y′−za
y′−ym but p(y, y) 6= p(y′, y′). Without loss of

generality, assume that y < y′. Since (y, y) ∈ Xz\XA, we have y > ym and y ≥ za.
Since y < y′, we have y ≤ y′.

• Case 1: p(y, y) < p(y′, y′).

By assumption, we have y < y′ and y < y′ − (y′ − y) y
′−za

y′−ym . Therefore, Lemma 8
implies that there exists a utility function uσ such that uσ(y, y) < uσ(y′, y′) and
uσ(y′, y′) ∈ XQ(uσ). As uσ ∈ UC , Lemma 5 implies that p(y, y) > p(y′, y′), the
desired contradiction.

• Case 2: p(y, y) > p(y′, y′).

There exists some u ∈ UC for which (y, y) ∈ XQ(u) because (y, y) ∈ Xz∗ and
Xz∗ = XQ(UC) (Lemma 6). Let u = (u, u, u) ∈ (UC)3. By Lemma 4, there exist
some y,y′ ∈ Y 3 such that y = y, y′ = y′, (y1, y) = (y, y), (y′1, y

′) = (y′, y′),
(y2, y) = (y3, y) /∈ XQ(UC) and (y′2, y

′) = (y′3, y
′) /∈ XQ(UC). As Xz∗ = XQ(UC),

we have p(yi, y) = p(y′i, y
′) = 0 for all i ∈ {2, 3}. Since p(y1, y) > p(y′1, y

′), we
must have P (y,u) > P (y′,u).

We derive a contradiction by showing thatDomination implies P (y,u) ≤ P (y′,u).
By construction, we have Q(y′,u′) ⊆ {1} for all u′ ∈ (UC)3. Therefore, Domi-
nation implies P (y,u) ≤ P (y′,u) if for all u′ ∈ (UC)3 for which Q(y′,u′) = {1}
(i.e. such that (y′, y′) ∈ XQ(u′1)) we have u′1(y1, y) > u′1(y′1, y

′). Letting u′′ be any
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profile in (UC)3 for which Q(y′,u′′) = {1}, we show that u′′1(y1, y) > u′′1(y′1, y
′).

The constructions are illustrated in Figure 20. Let the income level ym be im-
plicitly defined by u′′1(ym, ym) = u′′1(y′1, y

′). We must have ym < za because
u′′1(y′1, y

′) < u′′1(za, y
m) as Q(y′,u′′) = {1}. The indifference curves associated to

u′′1 are convex because u′′1 ∈ UC . As shown in Figure 20, the concavity of the
indifference curve of u′′1 passing through (y′1, y

′) and (ym, ym) implies that

u′′1

(
ym +

y′ − ym
y′ − ym (y − ym), y

)
≥ u′′1(y′1, y

′)

because ym < y < y′. This implies that u′′1(y1, y) > u′′1(y′1, y
′) because

y > ym +
y′ − ym
y′ − ym (y − ym),

where the last inequality follows from y = za + y′−ym
y′−ym (y − ym) and ym < za.

yi

za

y

b

ym

b

z

b
iso-poverty curve

ym + y′−ym

y′−ym (y − ym)

b

iso-welfare curve

bym

y′

(y′, y′)

(y, y)

convex

poverty
bundle

Figure 20: Implications of convexity of the indifference curve (in blue) passing
through (ym, ym) and (y′, y′).

⇐. We show that P satisfies the two axioms.

Domination: Take any (y,u), (y′,u′) ∈ XUC that satisfy the preconditions under
which Domination implies P (y′,u′) ≤ P (y,u). In order to prove P (y′,u′) ≤ P (y,u),
we show that p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y) for all i ∈ N(y′).

Take any i ∈ N(y′) for whom (y′i, y
′) /∈ Xz. Since P is a fair additive index, we

have p(y′i, y′) = 0 and thus p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y).
Take any i ∈ N(y′) for whom (y′i, y

′) ∈ XA. We show that y′i ≥ yi, which implies
p(y′i, y

′) ≤ p(yi, y) by the properties of p. As (y′i, y
′) ∈ XA, we have (y′i, y

′) ∈ XQ(u0).
Therefore, we have i ∈ Q(y′,u′) when u′i = u0, where u0 ∈ UC . Hence, the precon-
dition of Domination requires that u0(y′i, y

′) ≥ u0(yi, y). Last inequality implies that
y′i ≥ yi, as desired.

Finally, take any i ∈ N(y′) for whom (y′i, y
′) ∈ Xz\XA. If yi < za, then because

y′i ≥ za we directly have that p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y) because P is a hierarchical index.
For the alternative case yi ≥ za, we show that the precondition of Domination implies
y′i−za
y′−ym ≥

yi−za
y−ym , which yields the result by the properties of p on Xz\XA. Assume to

the contrary that y′i−za
y′−ym < yi−za

y−ym . We show that there exists some u′ ∈ UC for which
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(y′i, y
′) ∈ XQ(u′) and u′(yi, y) > u′(y′i, y

′), a contradiction to the precondition of Domi-
nation. If (yi, y) /∈ XQ(UC), then we have u′(yi, y) > u′(y′i, y

′) for all u′ ∈ UC for which
(y′i, y

′) ∈ XQ(u′). Such u′ ∈ UC must exist because (y′i, y
′) ∈ Xz and Xz = XQ(UC).

There remains the case (yi, y) ∈ XQ(UC). This case is such that (yi, y) ∈ XQ(UC)\XA

because yi ≥ za. After some manipulations, the contradiction assumption yields
y′i < yi− (y− y′) yi−za

y−ym . Also, we have y
′ > ym because (y′i, y

′) ∈ Xz\XA. By Lemma 8,
there exists a utility function uσ such that uσ(y′i, y

′) < uσ(yi, y) < uσ(za, y
m). Welfare

function uσ ∈ UC is thus such that uσ(y′i, y
′) < uσ(yi, y) and (y′i, y

′) ∈ XQ(uσ), the
desired result.

Weak Pareto: Take any (y,u), (y′,u) ∈ XUC that satisfy the preconditions under
which Weak Pareto implies P (y′,u) ≤ P (y,u). We show that p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y) for
all i ∈ N(y′).

Take any i ∈ N(y′) for whom (y′i, y
′) /∈ Xz. Since P is a fair additive index, we

have p(y′i, y′) = 0 and thus p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y).
Take any i ∈ N(y′) for whom (y′i, y

′) ∈ XA. The preconditions of Weak Pareto
require that ui(y′i, y′) ≥ ui(yi, y) for all i ∈ N(y). This implies that y ≤ y′ (Lemma
1). As y ≤ y′, we must have y′i ≥ yi because ui(y′i, y′) ≥ ui(yi, y) and utility functions
are non-increasing in the income standard. As P is a hierarchical index, y′i ≥ yi and
yi < za together imply p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y).

Take any i ∈ N(y′) for whom (y′i, y
′) ∈ Xz\XA. First, we show this case is such

that i ∈ Q(y,u). If instead i /∈ Q(y,u), the precondition of Weak Pareto requires
y′i ≥ y′. This implies in turn that (y′i, y

′) /∈ XQ(UB) (Lemma 2), a contradiction to
(y′i, y

′) ∈ Xz because Xz = XQ(UC) (Lemma 6). Now, the preconditions of Weak
Pareto require that ui(y′i, y′) ≥ ui(yi, y) for all i ∈ N(y). This implies that y ≤ y′

(Lemma 1). The reasoning is illustrated in Figure 21. As i ∈ Q(y,u), the indifference
curve of ui passing through (yi, y) must pass below the poverty bundle (za, y

m). As
ui(y

′
i, y
′) ≥ ui(yi, y), the indifference curve of ui passing through (yi, y) cannot pass

above bundle (y′i, y
′). The indifference curves associated to ui are convex because

ui ∈ UC . Together, the indifference curve of ui passing through (yi, y) satisfies these
constraints and is convex only if

y′i ≥ za +
yi − za
y − ym (y′ − ym),

because y ≤ y′. A few manipulations yield y′i−za
y′−ym ≥

yi−za
y−ym , which by the definition of p

implies that p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y), the desired result.
Take any (y,u), (y′,u) ∈ XUC that satisfy the preconditions under which Weak

Pareto implies P (y′,u) < P (y,u). The proof is an adaptation of arguments used
above, and is thus omitted.

8.8 Proof of Proposition 5

The proof is by contradiction.
First, we show that the contradiction assumption implies there exists some (y, y) ∈

XQ(U) with y > 0 and some λ > 1 such that p(λy, λy) ≥ p(y, y). As P violates Weak
Relativity , there is some (y,u) ∈ X with y` > 0 for some ` ∈ Q(y,u) and some λ > 1
such that for y′ = λy we have P (y′,u) ≥ P (y,u). By the definition of a fair additive
index, this implies that either p(y′`, y′) ≥ p(y`, y) or there is some j ∈ N(y)\{`} with
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′)
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yi−za
y−ymslope
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Figure 21: Implications of the convexity of the indifference curve (in blue) passing
through (yi, y).

p(y′j, y
′) > p(yj, y). The former case directly yields the result. In the latter case,

we must show that yj > 0 and (yj, y) ∈ XQ(U). For any i ∈ N(y) with yi = 0,
Lemma 5 (P satisfies Weak Pareto) implies that p(y′i, y′) ≤ p(yi, y) because we have
ui(0, λy) ≥ ui(0, y).81 Therefore, we cannot have yj = 0. There remains to show that
for any i ∈ N(y) for whom (yi, y) /∈ XQ(U) we have p(y′i, y′) = p(yi, y). To prove
this, we show that (y′i, y

′) /∈ XQ(U), which implies p(y′i, y′) = p(yi, y) = 0 because P
is a fair additive index and Xz = XQ(U) by Lemma 6 (P satisfies Weak Pareto). We
have (y′i, y

′) /∈ XQ(U) because any utility function u ∈ UB is strictly increasing in own
income when holding relative income constant, which implies that u(λyi, λy) > u(yi, y),
and thus u(λyi, λy) > u(za, y

m) for all u ∈ U because (yi, y) /∈ XQ(U).
We derive a contradiction from the existence of some (y, y) ∈ XQ(U) with y > 0 and

some λ > 1 such that p(λy, λy) ≥ p(y, y). Take any u ∈ U . As u is strictly increasing
in own income when holding relative income constant, we have u(λy, λy) > u(y, y).
As (y, y) ∈ XQ(U), Lemma 5 (P satisfies Weak Pareto) implies p(λy, λy) < p(y, y),
the desired contradiction.

8.9 Proof of Theorem 3

⇒. We show that any P satisfying these two axioms has the required properties.

First, we show that P is a hierarchical index. We cannot invoke Proposition 4 be-
cause U∗ ∩ U σ̄ = ∅ since σ > 0. By Proposition 1, P satisfies Domination only if P is
a fair additive index. By Lemma 6, any fair additive index that satisfies Weak Pareto
is such that Xz = XQ(U σ̄). The proof that p is strictly decreasing in its first argument
on Xz is the same as in the proof of Proposition 4 and is thus omitted. There remains
to show that for all (y, y), (y, y′) ∈ XA ∩Xz, we have p(y, y) = p(y, y′). Consider the
contradiction assumption that for y ∈ [0, za) and y < y′ we have p(y, y) 6= p(y, y′).
Since P is a fair additive index, p is weakly increasing in its second argument, and thus
we must have p(y, y) < p(y, y′). As p is continuous on Xz, we have that p is continuous
on XA because XA ⊆ Xz.82 As p is continuous on XA, there exists some ε ∈ (0, za− y)

81We have u(0, λy) ≥ u(0, y) for all u ∈ UB because u is strictly increasing in own income when
holding relative income constant and u is continuous.

82 Here is why XA ⊆ Xz. For any (y, y) ∈ XA with y ≥ ym, this follows from the fact that
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such that p(y, y) < p(y + ε, y′). As ε > 0 and y < y′, there exists some sufficiently
small σ′ > 0 such that uσ′(y, y) < uσ

′
(y + ε, y′). As (y, y) ∈ XQ(U σ̄), Lemma 5 (P

satisfies Weak Pareto) implies p(y, y) > p(y + ε, y′), the desired contradiction.

We show that z(y) = z∗∗(y) for all y ≥ za.
AsXA ⊆ Xz,83 the argument given in the proof of Theorem 1 implies that z(y) = za

for all y ≤ ym. We then show that z(y) = z∗∗(y) = za
1+σ̄y

1+σ̄ym
for y > ym. We have

for all y > ym that uσ̄(z∗∗(y), y) = uσ̄(za, y
m) and uσ(z∗∗(y), y) > uσ(za, y

m) for all
σ ∈ (0, σ̄). This implies that bundle (z∗∗(y), y) /∈ XQ(U σ̄) and thus z(y) ≤ z∗∗(y)
because Xz = XQ(U σ̄). Finally, if we have z(y) < z∗∗(y), then there exists an income
level y′ ≥ za with z(y) < y′ < z∗∗(y) for which uσ̄(y′, y) < uσ̄(za, y

m). This implies
that (y′, y) ∈ XQ(uσ̄), a contradiction to Xz = XQ(U σ̄).

There remains to show that the contribution function p has the required proper-
ties. The argument is the same as that given in the proof of Theorem 2 since all utility
functions in U σ̄ have weakly convex indifference curves.

⇐. We show that P satisfies the two axioms.

The argument is again the same as that given in the proof of Theorem 2.

8.10 Proof of Theorem 4

We construct two distributions y,y′ ∈ Y 3 and show that for some u′ ∈ U3 Minimal
Pareto implies P (y,u′) < P (y′,u′) but HC(y,u′) = HC(y′,u′).

Since U is heterogeneous, there exist two u, u′ ∈ U and some (y, y) ∈ X with
y ≥ ym such that (y, y) ∈ XQ(u) and (y, y) /∈ XQ(u′). As (y, y) /∈ XQ(u′) and y ≥ ym,
we must have y ≥ za. If y = za, then by the continuity of u there exists y′ > y such
that (y′, y) ∈ XQ(u) and (y′, y) /∈ XQ(u′). Therefore, we can assume without loss of
generality that y > za.

By Lemma 4, there exists some y ∈ Y 3 such that (y1,y) = (y, y) and (y2,y) =
(y3,y) /∈ XQ(U). For δ = ym

y
, we define a second distribution y′ ∈ Y 3 by letting

y′i = δyi for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. By construction, we have y′ = ym.
We show that the preconditions for Minimal Pareto are met for u′ = (u′, u′, u′).

First, we have u′i(yi, y) > u′i(y
′
i, y
′) for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3} if we have δ < 1. As (y, y) ∈

XQ(u) and y > za, we must have y > ym, which yields δ < 1. Second, we show
that y2 = y3 ≥ y. We have y1 ≤ y by Lemma 2 because y1 = y and (y, y) ∈ XQ(u)
. Therefore, y = y implies that y2 = y3 ≥ y. Finally, we show that 1 ∈ Q(y′,u′),
1 /∈ Q(y,u′) and y1 > za. We have y1 > za because y1 = y > za. We have 1 /∈ Q(y,u′)
because (y, y) /∈ XQ(u′). There remains to show that 1 ∈ Q(y′,u′). It is sufficient to
show that y′1 < za because y′ = ym. As y′1 = y y

m

y
, we have y′1 < za if we can show

y
y
< za

ym
. As (y, y) ∈ XQ(u), we have u(y, y) < u(za, y

m), which implies together with
y > ym that y < za

y
ym

because utility functions are strictly increasing in own income
when relative income is held constant. We have shown that all the preconditions for
Minimal Pareto are met and thus P (y,u′) < P (y′,u′).

utility functions are weakly increasing in relative income when holding own income constant. For any
(y, y) ∈ XA with y < ym, we have (y, y) ∈ XQ(uσ) for any uσ ∈ U σ̄ with σ sufficiently small.

83See Footnote 82.
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To conclude, we show that HC(y,u′) = HC(y′,u′) = 1/3 when Xz = XQ(U). To
do this, we prove that (y1,y), (y′1,y

′) ∈ Xz and then we show that (y2,y), (y3,y), (y′2,y
′), (y′3,y

′) /∈
Xz. We have (y1,y) ∈ Xz because (y, y) ∈ XQ(u). We have (y′1,y

′) ∈ Xz because
y′1 < za and y′ = ym. We have (y2,y), (y3,y) /∈ Xz by Lemma 2 because y2 = y3 ≥ y.
In order to show (y′2,y

′), (y′3,y
′) /∈ Xz, we show that y′2 = y′3 ≥ za (this is sufficient

because y′ = ym). As y′i = ym

y
yi for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and y2 = y3 ≥ y, we have

y′2 = y′3 ≥ ym. We have y′2 = y′3 ≥ za because we assume ym ≥ za, the desired result.

8.11 Proof of Proposition 6

Take any (y,u), (y′,u) ∈ XUC that satisfy the preconditions under which Minimal
Pareto implies P (y′,u) < P (y,u). These preconditions require that ui(y′i, y′) ≥
ui(yi, y) for all i ∈ N(y). By Lemma 1, this implies in turn that y ≤ y′.

First, we show that pHH(y′i, y
′) ≤ pHH(yi, y) for all i ∈ N(y) = N(y′).

For all i /∈ Q(y,u), the preconditions require that y′i ≥ y′, which implies that
(y′i, y

′) /∈ XQ(U) (Lemma 2) and thus (y′i, y
′) /∈ Xz. Therefore, we have pHH(y′i, y

′) = 0,
the minimal value that pHH can take.

For all i ∈ Q(y,u) for whom (yi, y) ∈ XA, the two inequalities y ≤ y′ and
ui(y

′
i, y
′) ≥ ui(yi, y) imply that y′i ≥ yi. This implies that pHH(y′i, y

′) ≤ pHH(yi, y).
For all i ∈ Q(y,u) for whom (yi, y) ∈ Xz\XA, the convexity of the indifference

curves of ui together with the inequalities y ≤ y′, ui(y′i, y′) ≥ ui(yi, y) and ui(za, ym) >
ui(yi, y) imply that84

y′i ≥ za +
yi − za
y − ym (y′ − ym).

Last inequality can be rewritten y′i−za
y′−ym ≥

yi−za
y−ym , which by the definition of p implies

that pHH(y′i, y
′) ≤ pHH(yi, y).

Second, the preconditions also require that y′` > za and u`(y′`, y′) ≥ u`(za, y
m) for

some ` ∈ Q(y,u). As ` ∈ Q(y,u), we must have (y`, y) ∈ Xz because Xz = XQ(U).
For the case (y`, y) ∈ XA, we have pHH(y`, y) = 1. Since y′` > za, we directly get
pHH(y′`, y

′) < 1, and so pHH(y′`, y
′) < pHH(y`, y). For the alternative case (y`, y) ∈

Xz\XA, the argument used above (for the i ∈ Q(y,u) for whom (yi, y) ∈ Xz\XA)
yields y′`−za

y′−ym > y`−za
y−ym , and therefore pHH(y′`, y

′) < pHH(y`, y). In both cases, we obtain
HH(y′) < HH(y), the desired result.

84Assume to the contrary that y′i < za + yi−za
y−ym (y′ − ym). The inequality ui(y′i, y

′) ≥ ui(yi, y) and
the convexity of ui imply that

ui(yi, y) ≥ ui
(
y′i −

y′i − yi
y′ − y (y′ − ym), ym

)
.

Then, the inequality y′i < za + yi−za
y−ym (y′ − ym) implies that

ui(yi, y) ≥ ui (za, y
m) ,

showing that i /∈ Q(y,u), a contradiction.
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8.12 Proof of Proposition 7

The proof is by construction.
First, we define the probability space (U σ̄,F ,P∗). Let Ux = {uσ ∈ U σ̄|0 ≤ σ ≤ x},

let F = {Ux|x ∈ [0, σ̄]}, and let F be the closure of F under complements and
countable unions. Define P∗ : F → [0, 1] such that

P∗(Ux) =
x

1 + xym
1 + σ̄ym

σ̄
,

interpreted as the probability that σ ≤ x, and extend P∗ to all events in F through
its additivity property.85

Second, we show that this probability space has the required property. Recall that
uσ(y, ȳ) = −1+σȳ

y
(see Footnote 12) is strictly increasing in y ≥ 0 and decreasing in

ȳ ≥ 0 and σ ≥ 0. Let ζ(ȳ) = za(1+σ̄ȳ)
1+σ̄ȳm

, noting that uσ̄(ζ(ȳ), ȳ) = uσ̄(za, ȳ
m) for all

ȳ ≥ 0 and, furthermore, that ζ(ȳ) is the steepest indifference curve of any uσ ∈ U σ̄ to
pass through (za, ȳ

m). Given any y ∈ Y n with y ≥ ym, note that ζ(ȳ) = z(ȳ), where
z(ȳ) is the function such that Xz = XQ(U σ̄). Consider

E∗
(
q(y,u)

n(y)

)
=

1

n(y)
E∗ (q(y,u))

=
1

n(y)
E∗

n(y)∑
i=1

I (ui(yi, ȳ) < ui(za, ȳ
m))


=

1

n(y)

n(y)∑
i=1

P∗ (ui(yi, ȳ) < ui(za, ȳ
m))

as n(y) is non-random, by definition of q(y,u)86 and by linearity of expectation. There
are three cases to consider.

Case 1. If yi < za then uσ(yi, ȳ) < uσ(za, ȳ) ≤ uσ(za, ȳ
m) for all σ ≥ 0, so

{uσ ∈ U σ̄|uσ(yi, ȳ) < uσ(za, ȳ
m)} = U σ̄ and P∗ (ui(yi, ȳ) < ui(za, ȳ

m)) = P∗(U σ̄) = 1 =
pHH(yi, ȳ).

Case 2. If yi ≥ z(ȳ) then uσ(yi, ȳ) ≥ uσ(z(ȳ), ȳ) ≥ uσ̄(z(ȳ), ȳ) = uσ̄(za, ȳ
m) for all

σ ∈ [0, σ̄], so {uσ ∈ U σ̄|uσ(yi, ȳ) < uσ(za, ȳ
m)} = ∅ and P∗ (ui(yi, ȳ) < ui(za, ȳ

m)) =
P∗(∅) = 0 = pHH(yi, ȳ).

Case 3. If za ≤ yi < z(ȳ) then uσ(yi, ȳ) < uσ(za, ȳ
m) if and only if σ(zaȳ− yiȳm) >

yi − za if and only if σ > yi−za
zaȳ−yiȳm , as yi

ȳ
< z(ȳ)

ȳ
≤ za

ȳm
. So {uσ ∈ U σ̄|uσ(yi, ȳ) <

uσ(za, ȳ
m)} = U σ̄ \ Uxi where xi = yi−za

zaȳ−yiȳm , and P∗ (ui(yi, ȳ) < ui(za, ȳ
m)) = 1 −

P∗(Uxi) which, after straightforward manipulations, can be shown to equal z(ȳ)−yi
z(ȳ)−za =

pHH(yi, ȳ).
In all three cases we have established that P∗ (ui(yi, ȳ) < ui(za, ȳ

m)) = pHH(yi, ȳ),
so

E∗
(
q(y,u)

n(y)

)
=

1

n(y)

n(y)∑
i=1

pHH(yi, ȳ) = HH(y).

85Note that S : U σ̄ → [0, σ̄] such that S : uσ 7→ σ is a random variable on this probability space,
whose probability density function is smoothly decreasing in σ.

86I is the indicator function, taking the value 1 if its argument is true and 0 if false.
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8.13 Tables and Figures

Table 2: Poverty by region. 1999 & 2015.

1999 2015

H HH HA Mean inc. Pop. H HH HA Mean inc. Pop.
(PPP$) (million) (PPP$) (million)

East Asia & Pacific 43.4 38.3 33.8 210 1977 22.7 10.3 1.9 421 2223
Europe & Central Asia 20.5 10.7 4.5 692 858 15.8 6.1 1 935 906
Latin America & Caribbean 34.4 24.1 13.9 324 493 26.7 14.1 3.7 496 572
Middle East & North Africa 28.3 14.8 3.6 274 279 22.6 11.2 4.1 340 376
North America 18.8 6.8 .7 1838 309 18.4 6.8 1.1 1995 356
South Asia 51.2 46.1 40.7 83 1345 33 22.8 13.2 128 1715
Sub-Saharan Africa 62.3 60.5 58.7 81 631 49.7 46.1 42 108 991

World 41.1 34.5 29 335 5892 28.1 17.9 10.3 453 7139

Notes: Mean income per capita is expressed in PPP$ per month. Regions as defined as by the World Bank.
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Figure 22: Evolution of poverty by region. 1990-2015.

Notes: The graph plots the evolution of poverty relative to 1999 for all reference-years until 2015.
Each region includes all countries with available information in each reference-year. See footnote 57
for list of countries with missing information in given reference years.62
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